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WRITING EAST TEXAS HISTORY, 1972~1985
by James H. Conrad
In the spring of 1974, this journal published an annotated
bibliography of East Texas histories. The compilers, Gloria Frye and Bar-
bara Edwards, selected books that appeared between 1963 and 1972. l Since
much new research and interpretation of the East Texas past has been
done in the last thirteen years, it is appropriate to present a new survey
of the historical literature. Because of the number of works on East Texas,
a comprehensive review is impossible; therefore, only the significant,
ground breaking secondary sources - both articles and monographies -
have been chosen for inclusion. This process of selection is subjective.
The definition of what constitutes East Texas is also somewhat subjec-
tive. But for purposes of this essay, East Texas is defined as that region
of Texas east of the Cross Timbers and Brazos River and extending as
far north as the Red River and as far south as the Gulf Coast.
The history of East Texas cannot be understood apart from the
geography that nurtured the people, that shaped patterns of settlement
and provided forms of livelihood.
The physical environment of East Texas has changed drastically in
the past 200 years into a region where few if any part remains unmodified
by man. The shift from wilderness and plains to planted fields and pasture
lands - which took nearly a century and a half and entailed complex
though not always obvious alterations in climate1 water supply, plant and
animal life - has engaged the attention of historians.
In the last two years, historians have written three books on the history
of the interaction of man and land in Texas. In their Land of Bears and
Honey Joe C. Truett and Daniel W. Lay, native East Texans, provided
a thoughtful, though somewhat romantic study of the changes man has
made in the natural environment of East Texas over the past 150 years. 2
Drawing upon reports, diaries, official surveys, and travelers' descriptions
of East Texas from the nineteenth century and early twentieth century,
Truett and Lay described the unspoiled wilderness, the wildlife, the cause
of the eventual destruction of anirnallife, changing vegetation, and the dis-
appearance of the forests. Robin W. Doughty's Wildlife and Man in Texas:
Environmental Change and Conservation and Del Weniger's The Ex-
plorers' Texas: The Lands and Waters presented more systematic ap-
proaches to the ecology of Texas but their coverage remained more general
and perhaps more superficial. 3
A somewhat different approach to man-land relation is an article by
Dan L. Flores, published in 1984, that summarizes the results of the
Freeman and Custis Expedition of 1806, the first scientific expedition to
explore the Red River. 4 Freeman's descriptions of the Indian villages along
James H. Conrad is University Archivist and Oral Historian at East Texas State University_
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the river and Custis' ethnological and ethnobotanical references, reprinted
in a Jefferson and Southwestern Exploration, edited by Flores, are a
valuable aid in appreciating the ecology and enthology of the Red River
on the eve of Anglo settlement of Northeast Texas. In another study on
the ecology of East Texas, geographer Terry G. Jordan examined the
microcosm and the prairie in the eastern parts of Texas, openings that
farmers often preferred to the wooded areas and that often shaped pat-
terns of settlement in East Texas. 3
Like Jordan's prairie enclaves scattered across the woodlands of East
Texas. the Big Thicket, Caddo Lake, and North Titus County are
wilderness and cultural enclaves, anomalies in an industrialized and ur-
banized countryside. The Thicket and Caddo have been settled since the
1820s, North Titus since 18608, but their wilderness character persists far
more than in any other area in East Texas.
The best bibliographical guide to the voluminous and growing
literature on the Big Thicket is Lois William's The Big Thicket of Texas:
A Comprehensive Annotated Bibliography (1977).6 Williams included over
22,000 primary source documents and secondary sources on the history
and ecology of the region as well as the conservationist's movement to
save the Thicket. In the tradition of Abernethy's Tales From the Big
Thicket, Campbell and Lynn Loughmiller's The Big Thicket Legacy,
published in 1977, is a collection of brief life histories with old-time
residents of the Thicket. 1 The focus of the interviews, which are printed
verbatim, was man-environment relationship in the Big Thicket area -
stories of finding bee trees, tracking wild turkeys, catching alligators alive,
or following hounds after bobcats - ways people made a living in the
tangled, marshy wilderness. The best recent volume on the history of the
Thicket is Howard Peacock's The Big Thicket of Texas (1984). Peacock
told the entire history of the Big Thicket from the region's geology and
ecology, its native Indian inhabitants, the arrival of pioneers, the growth
of the lumber industry, the oil field booms, and finally the conservationist's
struggle which resulted in the creation of the Big Thicket Preserve in
1974. 8
Caddo Lake, located in Marion and Harrison counties, has a history
as interesting as that of the Big Thicket. Steamboats plied Caddo until
the 1880s; there was a freshwater pearl boom around 1909, a flourishing
commercial fishing industry and an oil boom in the 1920s, and during
prohibition many local residents took up moonshining, setting up their
stills in the cypress breaks of the lake. Fred Dahmer, a resident of Caddo
Lake and a long-time historian of the region, described the history of the
area from the creation of the lake by the Red River Raft to the oil boom
and moonshining in a series of well written and witty articles for The Great
Caddo Lake Association Newsletter. 9 A more personal account of life on
Caddo is Every Sun That Rises: Wyatt Moore of Caddo Lake, edited by
Thad Sitton and James Conrad, in which Moore recounts his varied career
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as boatbuilder, boat operator, faftsman, commercial fisherman, oilfield
worker, and professional moonshiner. 10 The editors wrote a brief history
of the region and gave a Foxfire-type description of bateau boat building
on Caddo Lake.
Between the Creek, by Deborah Brown and Katherine Gust, is a
rambling, sensitive, almost poetic document on a strip of barely habitable
land twenty miles northeast of Mt. Pleasant between the Sulphur River
and White Oak Bayou which was occupied by small farmers, tenant
farmers, squatters, moonshiners, and hunters after the Civil War. In
vignettes and photographs the authors portray the people of this area. I I
The Loblolly Book, edited by Thad Sitton, is a collection of all types
of folkcraft and folkways of East Texas: moonshining, night planting,
hunting wild hogs, home remedies, water witching, and others. l2 All were
collected by students at Gary High School, Albany High School, Douglas
School, Lockhart Intermediate School, and Carthage Junior College for
their Foxfire-like magazines.
A somewhat neglected part of the man-land transaction has been the
Native American Indian. In two journal articles, Mel Jordan and Howard
N. Martin researched the Creek migration through Red River counties and
the Indians of Polk County.13 The only recent monography on the
American Indian in East Texas was produced by Mildred S. Gleason of
Jefferson, Texas. Based on an extensive research in the primary sources,
Gleason's excellent Caddo: A Survey of the Caddo Indians in the North-
east Texas dealt not only with the history of the Caddos but also with
their customs. languages and folklore. '4
These books and articles are not exactly the standard historical works;
instead, they seek to detail the relationship that people have had to a par-
ticular environment, the "man-land" transactions, the many occupations
and avocations that human beings bring to the physical environments in
which they live and die. They are probably more source documents than
scholarly analysis, yet this has been a fertile and productive ground far
social historians and folklorists and ethnohistorians.
The Anglo Settlement, Revolutionary, and Republic periods under-
went close scrutiny and research by the first generation of professional
Texas historians who produced many excellent manographies and
biographies. The last twenty to thirty years has not seen any major work
on this era, or at least not as many. One exception is a little noticed book,
privately printed, by Skipper Steely on Claiborne Wright, the first Anglo-
American to settle a family in Northeast Texas permanently. 15 Although
invented dialogue distracts from the general scholarly nature of the book,
it is thoroughly researched and footnoted. Steely was inspired by the work
of Rex Strickland, whose doctoral dissertation on northeast Texas, Anglo-
American Activities in Northeastern Texas, 1803-1843, remains the stan-
dard work on the early history of Northeast Texas. Samuel May Williams
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(1795 -1858), a prominent Galveston land speculator and business leader,
was the subject of a well-documented narrative by Houston instructor and
archivist Margaret Sweatt Henson. 16 Archie P. McDonald wrote an infor-
mative biography of the hero of the Alamo, Travis. 17
Antebellum East Texas has been more fortunate in attracting talented
scholars. The works of these historians shared a common theme: concen-
tration of wealth in the hands of the planter class, continuation of the
planter-dominated society, and brutality and profitability of slavery. Rely-
ing on little used sources such as diaries, letters, and newspapers, historians
came to see the antebellum society of East Texas from a new perspective. 18
]n the early 1970s, Randolph B. Campbell and Richard G. Lowe pro-
duced revealing and sometimes controversial studies of staple crop pro-
duction, slavery, and political power in East Texas. 19 The authors asked
the question, "Who held the wealth and political power in this period?"
They concluded that in terms of all important aspects of wealth holding
slaveholders dominated and officeholders were generally two to four times
richer than the population in general. In 1977, in a book on wealth and
power in antebeHum Texas that expanded on their previous quantitative
research, Campbell and Lowe confirmed a high degree of inequality in
the distribution of wealth among the entire free population of antebellum
East Texas. 2o In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Campbell placed Harrison
County under the microscope of statistical analysis and confirmed his
earlier research on wealth and political power. 21
East Texas Slavery came under the scrutiny of these same revisionist
historians. In his study of Harrison County, Texas, Campbell found that
slavery was both a profitable and expanding institution prior to the Civil
War. n ]n a series of articles on slavery James Smallwood agreed with
Campbell on the profitability of slavery in East Texas, its importance along
the coast and rivers of East Texas, and the brutality of slavery.23 He
challenged the thesis that slavery in East Texas left its victims depersonaliz-
ed, docile .,Sambas," concluding that black lives were not entirely prescrib-
ed by their society, that slaves and freemen were able to cope with a hostile
white society, to think and act in terms that led to survival. 24 In Black Tex-
ans: A History of Negroes in Texas. 1528-1971. Alwyn Barr
demonstrated that slavery was depressingly similar in Texas to that in the
remainder of the former slave South despite Texas' frontier environment. Z3
Abigail Curlee, who wrote on antebellum slave plantations in Texas
described in less than critical terms the living conditions of East Texas
Slaves. 26
Campbell, Smallwood, and Barr also continued their research into
postwar Reconstruction era. Campbell's study of Harrison County, A
Southern Community in Crisis. reflected his increasing concern with con-
tinuity and conservatism of the Civil War and Reconstruction in East Texas
in Harrison County.27 According to Campbell, the era, traumatic as it un-
doubtedly was, did not cause drastic dislocation among Harrison
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County's population. He found that the population persistence, especial-
ly among the rich and wealthy and powerful, was remarkably high, reflect-
ing a stable and satisfied population. In short, continuity was a stronger
force than change in this community.
In contrast with Campbell, Smallwood and Barr portrayed the period
as a time of extraordinary political upheaval and terroristic acts. Small-
wood underscored two themes in his book and in numerous articles
on Reconstruction: white violence and black striving. 28 Blacks' fears of
white violence in East Texas was all too real. Terrorist organizations, such
as the KKK, killed blacks and unionists to deprive the freedmen of their
newly won rights. The complacency of the Democratic Party, the silence
of prominent whites, and the vastness of Texas made it impossible for
the federal military and state police to protect black life and property in
East Texas. Barr confirmed Smallwood's findings. 29 According to Barr,
in the three years following the Civil War over 450 freemen met violent
deaths with over ninety percent of the murders committed by whites.
Smallwood and Barr also stressed the active role of the freedmen in
shaping Reconstruction. 30 In seeking independence from white authority
and control over their lives, blacks organized their own fraternal,
benevolent, and self-improvement organizations and churches, and
established as many black schools as did Northern religious societies and
the Freedmen's Bureau. Like Dunning and Ramsdell - but for different
reasons - Smallwood and Barr find little to praise in the federal
Reconstruction, feeling that Democrats and Republicans alike sought to
exploit and control the blacks, not really help them.
To conclude this section, Campbell supports C. Vann Woodward's
view of the conservative nature of Reconstruction while writers such as
Smallwood and Barr portray the period as a time of adjustment and
violence for blacks. The next generation of research on antebellum and
Reconstruction in East Texas will probably see refinement of the current
work and new work on the social andcultural history of these periods.
unaerstanamg 01 mlS crucial era would benefit from more local studies
such as Campbell's book on Harrison County.
The farmers revolt occupied another distinct era in East Texas history
in which race and class shaped political issues. Starting in Lampassas Coun-
ty in West Texas, the Fanners Alliance, and later the Populist Party, spread
quickly to East Texas where it took deep root. Two historians of East
Texas populism, Alwyn Barr and Lawrence Goodwyn, viewed populism
as a crucial episode in the prolonged historical process of Texas society's
adjustment to the Civil War, Reconstruction, and industrialization and
urbanization.
In "Populist Dreams and Negro Rights: East Texas as a Case Study,"
Goodwyn told the story of black disenfranchisement in Grimes County,
Texas, that reinstitutionalized the antebellum caste system in altered
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form. l ! Grimes County. located sixty miles north of Houston, had
a black-white coalition that had its genesis in Reconstruction and
endured until 1900 when it was challenged by a white union party
which used terror and violence to disenfranchise the blacks and sup-
pressed white reformers. As long as the blacks retained the right to
cast ballots in proportion to their numbers they possessed bargaining
power that became particularly meaningful when whites divided their
votes over economic issues. Goodwyn devoted considerable space in
Democratic Promise: The Populist Movement in America to the
unique contributions of East Texas to the Alliance and Populist move-
ments. l2
In an article in the Journal of American History published in 1980
James Turner challenged Goodwyn's interpretation of the causes that gave
rise to the Farmers Alliance and Populism. 31 Using indices of farm pro-
perty and of social development in East Texas, Turner argued that faith
in the establishment of a cooperative commonwealth could not adequate-
ly explain the rise of the farmer's revolution, but suggested instead that
it was a reaction to the severe social and cultural deprivation and isola-
tion of farmers in certain parts of the state.
In separate monographs on Texas populism, Barr and Donna Barnes
covered the entire state, with considerable space devoted to the protest
movements in East Texas. 34 In Reconstruction to Reform, a general history
of the period, Barr focused on the ways the political system of Texas chang-
ed from 1875-1909 to meet the emerging commercialization, industrializa-
tion, and urbanization of the state and the nation. He asserted that the
disenfranchisement of blacks allowed white politicians to enter the political
arena without the support of machine politics or organizations and gave
politicians more freedom to fight over differences based on economics,
morality, and personality. In Farmers in RebeIlion, Donna Barnes ascribes
the rise of the Populist Party in Texas to economic hard times experienced
by farmers on the frontier.
Although the Populist movement in Texas has been covered in survey
fashion, there have been no in-depth case studies done - studies of par-
ticular counties in East Texas which had strong Farmer Alliance and
Populist movements - and few biographies of East Texas Populist
leaders. l ' Further research on the "voiceless" thousands who supported
the Populist leaders would help historians better identify the true nature
of the movement. East Texas offers a particularly good basis for informed
speculation not only because populism started in Texas, but because of
the rich archival sources on Texas populism. 16
The East Texas lumber industry has been the subject of intense
research by historians. Typical of the publications on lumbering is a journal
article published in 1977 by Thomas Isern and Raymond Wilson on the
Thompson Timber interest. Thomas lsern and Raymond Wilson asked the
question: "Did native Texas lumber owners' management of their
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lumber works differ substantially in ideals and practice from other
lumbermen in East Texas1"J7 They discovered that the Thompson family
managed their firm in the same general fashion as other non-native
lumbermen in Texas. The only different from the majority of "foreign"
owners was that the Thompson's withdrew from active lumbering before
the decline of lumber and that they took an early interest in the conserva-
tion movement_
Building on the earlier works by Ruth A. Allen, John M. Collier,
and Mary Laswell,38 and based on extensive research, Robert Maxwell has
written numerous articles and monographs on logging, saw mills, and
forest management in East Texas. J9 With Robert D. Barker, Maxwell wrote
a definitive study of the lumber industry in East Texas, The Sawdust Em-
pire: The Texas Lumber Industry 1830-1840 (1983),40 In this well-
researched book, Maxwell and Barker covered the forests, the early lumber
industry, loggers, mill workers, unions, company towns, marketing,
managers, mill owners, and the conservationist movement. The authors
included over 100 photographs, many never before published. Each chapter
of the book might be developed into a separate monograph; certainly the
period after 1940 deserves further research and study, something Max-
well and Barker have contemplated doing.
In Mr. Claude, Ada Morehead Holland, editor of No Quitin' Sense,
presented the stark life biography of Claude Kennedy (1869-1960) who
worked for over forty years in the East Texas and Louisiana saw mills
during the bonanza years of the Texas Lumber Industry.41 Some oral
historians and historians might question the authenticity and accuracy of
the book since Kennedy's life story was based on word-of-mouth recall
by his children and grandchildren two decades after his death.
Oil drilling and refining has been the other "major" industry of East
Texas. Many books have been written on East Texas oil but few are
noteworthy for their scholarship or originality. U In The Last Boom (1972),
James A. Clark told in a popular, journalistic style the story of the East
Texas oil discoveries. 43 In 1978, James Presley, a newspaper reporter,
published another popular anecdotal history of the oil industry in Texas.
Saga of Wealth, again with heavy emphasis on the early oil discovery in
Corsicanat Beaumont t and East Texas oil fields. 44 Unfortunately these books
ignore the enormous influence of the industry on Texas politics and
economics, tell little about the local impact of the booms on East Texas,
and rely too heavily on secondary sources.
Several biographies of H.L. Hunt, particularly Harry Hurt's Texas
Rich: The Hunt Dynasty from the Early Oil Days Through the Silver Crash,
add to the scholarly knowledge of the development of East Texas oil. 4S
Harry Hurt explained how Hunt moved from being a small entrepreneur
to a wealthy oil potentiate, his involvement in the East Texas oil discovery.
his relationship with "Dad H Joiner, and the subsequent controversy over
martial law and pro-rationing in the oil fields. The best volume on East
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Texas oil is Walter Rundell, Jr., Early Texas Oil: A Photographic History,
1866-1936.]6 Rundell, who grew up in a Texas oil town and worked in
an oil refinery, selected 328 photographs of gushers, fires, and teeming
crowds, photos of early oil men and property owners enriched by oil,
pipelines that took the oil to refineries, the oil exchanges that sprung up
with the booms, the inevitable jammed streets and trains as well as the
tank trucks and filling stations - all drawn from scores of public and
private collections in Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and the National Ar-
chives in Washington. He prepared a brief but informative narrative to
accompany the images in the book.
A bright star on the horizon in the mid-1980s was a video tape on
East Texas oil in the 1930s produced and distributed by People's History
in Texas. The producers used oral histories and historical photographs
to describe the conflict between independent oil producers and major oil
companies over the regulations of oil in East Texas during the 19305.47
Most recent histories on oil in East Texas are superficial in nature
or lack the careful scholarship and research necessary to enlighten the
reader on the impact of oil on the economy of East Texas, the state, the
nation. The development of archival sources at the Kilgore Oil Museum,
particularly its promising oral history collections, and the rich depositories
of papers at some of the oil companies, should encourage new studies on
the oil industry in East Texas along lines similar to the scholarship of Roger
M. Olien and Diana Davids Olien in their study of five West Texas boom-
towns and wildcatters in the Permian Basin.48 Other areas related to lumber
and oil that should have potential for further investigation are labor
unions, pottery, cotton, water conservation, railroads, steel, Gulf Coast
commercial fishing, and coal. 49
Although the historiography of East Texas is diversified, at least one
important phase of the history has been relatively overlooked until recently
and that has been the urban history of East Texas; however, a profusion
of books, many of them lavishly printed and illustrated, and sometimes
thoughtful histories of the cities of East Texas, have been produced in the
last fifteen years.
Using San Antonio, Galveston, Houston, and Austin as examples,
Kenneth W. Wheeler, in To Wear A City's CrOWD, studied the beginning
of urban history in Texas to show how these cities developed into urban
areas that continued to thrive after the Civil War. so Another different ap-
proach to the study of the urban environment was Paul E. Issac's work
on municipal reform in Beaumont, 1902-1909. 51 Tracing the course of
reform in the city from Spindletop to 1909, Issac discovered municipal
reformers followed the trends of other urban progressives and reformers.
Opposition to the Beaumont reformers and reforms came from politicians
and lawyers who shared some of the reformers' aspirations but objected
to centralization of authority on the grounds that it was not democratic.
Ironically, all sides - reformers and machine politicians - enthusiastically
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worked to disenfranchise blacks, one of the dubious achievements of
reform in the city. In a companion article, Bradley R. Rice examined the
complex birth of Galveston's plan of city government by commission. H
Urban studies concerned with slavery, black business, and black
culture in East Texas cities were penned in the 1970s and early 19808. In
an article on urban slavery in the Southwest, Paul D. Lack surveyed the
living conditions of blacks, their clothing, food, and churches in Little
Rock, Galveston, Austin, and Shreveport between 1850-1860. 53 He argued
that Southwestern towns generally produced the same basic social pat-
terns for urban slaves as other Southern urban centers, but not the evidence
of decay; rather stability characterized urban slavery in the Southwest.
Slaves developed a life relatively free from legal and other disciplinary
restraints which most of the bondsmen preferred to rural slavery.
In a study of black businessmen in Houston and Dallas and other Texas
cities, William J. Brophy found that black businessmen, though less devel-
oped, less experienced. and not as astute businessmen as whites, accom-
plished a great deal considering the restraints under which they worked. H
Like Lack's study, Brophy gives insight into the problems faced by urban
ghetto dwelling blacks. Neil Sapper's research into black culture in urban
Texas (Houston and Dallas) showed that black artists created authentic black
arts and culture for a predominately black Texas
audience. B
The two large metropolitan centers in East Texas, Dallas and
Houston, have received extensive study by historians in the last fifteen
years. Since 1973, A.C. Greene has written three scholarly, readable
histories of Dallas. ~6 Greene relied on the well-chosen incident, biographical
portrait, current information, and personal observation to tell the history
of Texas' second largest city. Another type of history of Dallas, Dallas
Rediscovered, published by the Dallas Historical Society, commemorates
in 263 well-produced photographs the commercial and residential develop-
ment of Dallas in the nineteenth and first three decades of the twentieth
century, showing expansion from a medium-sized community into a large
urban center. According to the author, "Dallas is explored through its
architecture, its system of spatial growth and utilization, and through the
developers, land speculators. and urban designers who were so extremely
important to the creation of the modern city. "57 Dallas Public Library
Oral Historian Gerald Saxon, editor of Reminiscences: A Glimpse of Old
East Dallas, explored the history of Old East Dallas from its beginning
in the 1880s through its decline after WorId War II to its present redevelop-
ment in narrative, oral interviews, and historical photographs. sa
Houston also has been the subject of several historical studies. In 1976,
Robert V. Haynes published a history of the Houston Riot of 1917, A
Night of Violence, Houston Riot of 1917, relying on oral interviews, news-
paper court records, government records, and military documents. 59
Haynes took a sympathetic view of the black soldiers involved in the riot
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and placed the blame on ineffective city officials and military officers. In
an article published in 1977 on Houston's River Oaks, Charles Orson Cook
and Barry J. Kaplan examined the story of the successful efforts of
businessmen to rationalize and stabilize order through the formation of the
River Oaks section of Houston, using urban planning and centralized com-
munity control to create a model of stability, permanence, and beauty within
the city of Houston. 60 Barry J. Kaplan expanding on his research on
Houston to suggest that the study of zoning codes offers historians a useful
tool in understanding the values, ethos, and fears of Houstonians. 61
The discovery of source materials by urban historians - manuscripts,
census schedules, city directories, tax lists - that would have yielded abun-
dant data to social and political mobility, family structure, residential and
ecological patterns and social class mobility - inspired Susan Jackson's
article "The Move: Social Mobility in Houston. "62 Looking at mobility
in Houston, she described the migration patterns of Houston between
1850-1860: those who already had achieved success remained; the young
and unsuccessful tended to leave. These are the same conclusions Camp-
bell researched in his history of Harrison County.
John Davis, director of research at the Institute of Texan Cultures,
produced an attractive pictoral history of Houston, Houston: A Historical
Portrait. with accompanying text, published by Encino Press. 63 The best
one-volume survey of Houston is David G. McComb~s revised, updated
edition of Houston: A History which described the city's geography,
natural resources, technology, population, climate, civil leadership, and
causes for growth, in a delightful writing style. 64 Perhaps a city the size
of Houston is too large for a single volume to cover the entire history
adequately, but McComb comes close to doing it. Finally, The Ethnic
Groups of Houston (1984), has chapters on roots and contributions of
ten ethnic groups - blacks, Mexican-Americans, Germans, Greeks, Jews,
Scandinavians, French, Chinese, Japanese, and Indo-Chinese. 6 .:5
An East Texas city does not need to be large to be important. One
of the best books published on East Texas history in the last ten years
is Jefferson: Riverport to the Southwest, by Fred Tarpley.66 More has been
written about the city of Jefferson (population 3000) than any other small
community in the Southwest and most of it is incorrect. In a model of
historical detective work, Tarpley identifies the myths of Jefferson and
then proceeds to set the record straight. Tarpley's book should be read
along with the brilliant essay by James Tatum in the Southwest Review,
entitled "The Muse of Jefferson."67 Tatum outlined the nature of East
Texas community history and what it is and what it should be.
This section on urban historiography would not be complete without
some mention of Bill Moyer's PBS show on Marshall, Texas. In it, Moyer
struck a careful balance between white and black historical experiences
in modern Marshall, while capturing the distinct flavor of this small north-
east Texas city.
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Several historians have written about the career of Sam Rayburn. at
one time one of the most powerful persons in the United States. D. Clayton
Brown sought to analyze the sources of Rayburn's successful political
career. 68 In his study of LBJ in The Path to Power (1982), Robert Caro
compiled an engrossing 15,OOO-word biography of Rayburn from
his beginnings to his association with Johnson. 69 Anthony Champagne's
Congressman Sam Rayburn (1984), based on sixty-three personal inter-
views and extensive library research, examined Rayburn's style, organiza-
tion, and campaigns in detail.
'
° In the process of collecting material on
Rayburn, Champagne uncovered much information about the people.
values, and politics of the Fourth Congressional District of East Texas.
There is a new biography of Ima Hogg, Texas' Alice Roosevelt Longworth,
by Sarah Bernhard, edited by Scott Lubeck. 7 \ A biography of a different
kind is Henry C. Dethloff's history of Texas A&M University. Dethloff's
A Pictorial History of Texas A&M University. 1876-1976 and A Centen-
nial History of Texas A&M University. 1876-1976 represents the best of
those generic histories of East Texas colleges and universities. 12
As this survey attempted to illustrate, in the last fifteen years dozens of
scholarly studies describe specific aspects of the history of East Texas.
The works reflect a wide diversity of topics ranging from native Americans
to Reconstruction to the oil and lumber industries. The approaches of the
historians are as diverse as the subject matter. Campbell, Maxwell, Tarpley,
and other historians provide clear evidence that traditional historical
research is still very much alive. The Land of Bears and Honey, "Hot Oil
Controversy." and Between the Creeks demonstrate a new and imag-
inative approach to the study of East Texas history, stretching the boun-
daries of what we normally consider historical research. The literature af-
firms the richness of the East Texas experience and shows that the best
history ought to be examined in a way that captures the unique character
of East Texas. Nevertheless, these publications have not exhausted the
potential for local history research. The field is still fertile: many areas
remain unexplored or require a new approach and new interpretation.
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THE DISPLACEMENT OF EAST TEXAS IN MOVIES
ABOUT TEXAS
by Don Graham
Just as certain prominent sages of Texas culture, chiefly J. Frank
Dobie and Walter P. Webb, have created a largely western image of Texas
through their writings and public personas, so too have motion pictures
traded upon the idea of Texas as a western state, a barren, dry, dcsert-
like land populated by long-legged galoots on horseback. The co-efficient
of this stereotype has been the neglect and misrepresentation of East and
Coastal Texas in movies about the state.
From the beginning of films about Texas, the state has been seen as
essentially a western landscape. l This is true of the first fictional narrative
to deal with Texas, called, appropriately, Texas Tex, in 1908, and of the
numerous Tom Mix films from 1900 to 1920. Other silent films such as
North of 36 and The Wind continued the pattern, though it is true that
in North of36, filmed on location on a ranch thirty miles from Houston,
the trees are festooned with Spanish moss. In the scads of B Westerns
in the 1920s and 19305, Texas was always the Wild West, never the Old
South. In these films, west was west, and east was west, too.
Even in more sophisticated eras, the tendency to see Texas through
western lenses is a hard habit to break. Horton Foote, a Texas-born
novelist, playwright, and prize-winning screenwriter, spoke to this mat-
ter of cliche versus authenticity when he visited Austin in January 1984
to attend a film conference on Texas movies. He told how in 1966, a big,
splashy production of his novel The Chase falsified his home town of
Wharton by including one scene with a couple of Indians in full tribal
regalia. The Indians were inserted to provide a little local color. Foote
protested, pointed out that there were no Indians in Wharton during his
lifetime, but the Hollywood people, their ideas shaped by previous films
about Texas, knew better. In any case, it was too late to get the Indians
out anyway; the scene had already been shot.
When films were set ostensibly in East Texas, one of two things usually
happened. Either the film made East Texas into West Texas. or it blurred
East Texas into the Old South, and the sense of Texas was lost or ignored.
Examples of the westernization of East Texas are plentiful. In American
Empire (1942) Richard Dix operates a gigantic ranch along the Sabine
River, just a few miles from the Louisiana border. Yet his ranch is sur-
rounded by lofty, snow-clad mountains, the high Sierras. [n the biopic of Sam
Houston, Man of Conquest (1938), Richard Dix's Houston rides through
rugged western terrain in East Texas, and in one scene discovers a gooey
black liquid that oozes from the ground. He sets it on fire and drives off
a band of marauding Indians. In another founding-father film, The First
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Texan (1956). Joel McCrea as Houston leads the Texan army towards San
Jacinto, and on all sides stretch the bare, treeless expanses of Southern
California. with soft, nude hills rising in the distance. Similar Western
landscapes appear in The Man from the Alamo (1953), a film based loosely
upon the Moses Rose legend.
In later films one finds exactly the same misrepresentation of East
Texas settings as in the earlier Westerns. In All the Fine Young Cannibals
(1960), for instance, Natalie Wood plays a young girl from East Texas
who yearns to escape from her impoverished, redneck. fundamentalist
background and live the good life in Dallas or New York. She boards a
train in Dallas headed for New York and. amazingly, passes through a
desert replete with miles of sand, giant cacti, and shimmering vistas of
heat. If one accepts the geography of this film, it is clear that the train
took the long route - through Arizona. An equally laughable westerniz-
ing of East Texas occurs in A Walk on the Wild Side (1962). Here,
Laurence Harvey, with his usual lack of believability, plays an East Texas
farmer. On the way to New Orleans, Harvey gets off a train in the middle
of a desert. Yet a sign beside the railroad track says, "Beaumont~ One
Mile." A tumbleweed blows past. Are there tumbleweeds in the Beau-
mont area'? Only in the movies.
In Four for Texas (1964), a truly dreadful film starring Frank Sinatra
and Dean Martin, Galveston is portrayed as next door to the high Sier-
ras. As a final example of East Texas as Arizona desert, Burt Reynolds'
second Smokey and the Bandit opus will do. One of those interminable
car chases brings the Bandit from cool, lush Louisiana into hot, dusty,
barren Texas. The change is instantaneous, taking place the moment Burt
crosses the state line.
All of these films traffic in an extreme stereotype of Texas landscapes.
In each, Texas looks the way it does when Elizabeth Taylor steps down
from the train in Gia.nt: vast, empty, dusty, flat, and windy. Of course,
the part of Texas where Giant was filmed - Marfa near the Big Bend
country - looks like that. East Texas does not~ but Hollywood has never
noticed the difference.
The second thing that happens when a film is set in East Texas is
also curious. East Texas merges into the Deep South, and all sense of a
Texas different from the western stereotype is lost. Home From the Hill
(1960), set in Clarksville and based upon William Humphrey's novel, is
usually described in film guides as a movie about a "Southern family."
But surely the best example of this phenomenon is Jean Renoir's The
Southerner (1945). Based on George Sessions Perry's prize-winning novel,
Hold Autumn in Your Hand, The Southerner shifts the focus from a Texas
sharecropper to a generic Southern agrarian hero. What would a title such
as The Texan have suggested? The answer is easy: it would have evoked
a Western as naturally as the name Tom Mix did. Any audience in 1945,
when The Southerner was released, would have felt duped if a movie
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called The Texan failed to have a cowboy or gunfighter in it. This is precise-
ly what happened a few years later. in 1950, when a family film made
from Fred Gipson's The Home Place was mistitled Return of the Texan.
The title frustrated audience expectations and led studio head Daryl F.
Zanuck to caution director Delmer Daves to stick to the genre model of
the Texas movie: 'llf you go to Texas, go on a horse with a gun. "2
There are very few farm movies set anywhere in Texas, but one that
should be mentioned in the East Texas context is The Green Promise
(1949). Legendary Houston oil man Glenn McCarthy produced this film
and premiered it at the opening of the Shamrock Hotel in 1949. The Green
Promise is undisguised propaganda for the 4-H Clubs and features one
of the sickest, most unlikable fathers ever seen on film, played by Walter
Brennan. The 4-H program stands for the enlightened application of scien-
tific farming methods; good, clean competition; and other positive social
attitudes. Brennan's character, a vain, over-protective father and an ig-
norant despoiler of the land, resists reason and science right up until the
end of the film.
Although one might think that the oil boom would be reflected in
movies about East Texas, here again the Western preference dominates.
The silent film, Flowing Gold (1922), is set in West Texas; Boom Town
(I94O) is set in the Burkburnett fields; Giant (1956), of course, is thoroughly
western in imagery; The Wheeler Dealers (1963), ninety percent of which
takes place in New York, opens in typical desert country; and the most
recent oil film, Waltz Across Texas (1982), was filmed on location in the
Midland area. Only Written on the Wind (1956), the lurid melodrama star-
ring Rock Hudson and Dorothy Malone, is set, albeit vaguely, in the East
Texas oil fields.
While East Texas is always getting erased or redefined into trans-Pecos
country, there is one strange example of the opposite process that should
be mentioned. This is the sad story of what happened to Larry McMur-
try's second novel, Leaving Cheyenne. when it fell into the hands of direc-
tor Sidney Lumet. McMurtry himself was both bemused and appalled at
how his story of modern-day cowboys living in the Archer City area got
derailed. Titled Lovin' Molly (1974), the film was shot in Bastrop, east
of Austin. The countryside there is greener, more lush than the country
around Archer City, and even worse, McMurtry's cowboys were
transformed into clodhoppers. They wear flat shoes, overalls instead of
jeans, and plaid shirts with big squares, the kind one sees in TV commer-
cials about lusty lumberjacks downing a case of Coors Light after a hard
day of deforestration activity. The entire western flavor of McMurtry's
work was lost. In one sense McMurtry deserves such treatment, given his
own deep-seated bias against East Texas, as strong in its own way as J.
Frank Dobie's.
By now one might legitimately wonder if there are any good films
about East Texas. The answer is yes, but chances are few Texans have
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seen them. The best East Texas films are Leadbelly (1976) and three short
films by Texan Ken Harrison. Leadbelly is a feature film directed by black
writer and filmmaker. Gordon Parks. The film is beautifully photographed
and gives an authentic account of the famous blues singer's struggle
from cotton fields to night clubs in "Deep Ellum H and to his years in
the Huntsville penitentiary. For some reason. the film lacks the necessary
energy or spark to lift it above the merely pictorial. Still, some scenes.
especially those at the prison farm, are compelling. Filmed at various sites
in East Texas, all the settings are genuine.
Though less well known than Leadbelly, Ken Harrison's films are su-
perior works, are indeed the best pictures of life in East Texas that movies
have thus far provided. My two favorites are Mr. Horse (1976) and Han-
nah and the Dog Ghost (1979). Last of the Caddoes (1979), from William
Humphrey's short story, seems more literary and Jess interesting. Mr. Horse
is about as grim a portrait of life as appears in any Texas film. The story
traces the last days of a widower living alone on an isolated piece of land
somewhere in East Texas. His son and daughter-in-law and their two brat-
ty children pay him a visit on their way to Carlsbad Caverns for a vaca-
tion. The time is 1957. Though the old man is quite content where he is,
his son and daughter-in-law want to sell the farm and put the old man in
a rest home. To them, he's a millstone. They pretend to worry about his well-
being, but their real motive is to remove him from their responsibility. They
would not mind the profit from selling the farm, either. The contrasting
values of the two generations are realized strongly in these scenes. The old
man is loyal to a vanishing rural way of life, while the son and family rush
headlong into a tacky, consumer-oriented, middle class suburban future.
Another conflict occurs .between the old man and three pre-teenage
hoodlums from a nearby town. They ride their bikes on his property, which
he doesn't mind, and they pester him in a threatening way. In a small lake
on his land they go swimming and, pretending that one has drowned, lead
the old man into the lake to retrieve the body. The old man drowns in a
scene ambiguous enough to suggest suicide. To Mr. Horse, dying is bet-
ter than being immured in a rest home or tormented by thoughtless kids.
Harrison's second film, Hannah and the Dog Ghost, is entirely dif-
ferent in character, mood, and theme, but the setting is the same, the
beautiful woods and grassy hills of some isolated countryside in East Texas.
Based on a tale drawn from folklorist J. Mason Brewer's Dog Ghosts and
Other Texas Negro Folk Tales, Hannah and the Dog Ghost is a lyrical,
haunting evocation of folklore in film. A black mother's child is stolen
by the devil in the guise of a fiddleman; and the action, most of it wordless,
concerns the young mother's efforts to reclaim her stolen son. That's all
there is. The film's great achievement is to lend dignity and authenticity
to the mother's quest. But then dignity and authenticity are not easy
qualities to achieve in film, or in any art form for that matter.
What does the future hold for the portrayal of East Texas in movies?
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Given the expedient nature of filmmaking and the long-standing tradi-
tions that have been noted, moviegoers have probably not seen the last
of mountains near Galveston or barren desert near Longview. Indeed,
several recent examples show the persistence and strength of the false
stereotypes, and TV stands ready to reinforce all the old cliches as well. 3
Uncommon Valor, released just before Christmas in 1983, illustrates
beautifully the sturdiness of the phony. Early in the film, a paramilitary
unit of ex-Viet Nam combat veterans goes into secret training for a mis-
sion to Thailand to rescue P.O.W.'s written off by the U.S. Government.
The training camp is situated in a valley surrounded by high mountains,
and we are told solemnly that this location is "north of Galveston." How
far north, one wonders, Colorado? Canada?
In television shows, the same phenomenon repeats itself. A 1983
episode of Magnum, P.l. dealt with a good old boy from Waco, and in
a few scenes we were taken to the g.o.b.'s ranch back home in Texas.
And what a ranch it was! Lofty mountains in the distance, broad flat
prairie, brown and desert-like under the sun, in all a perfectly splendid
West Texas setting lensed in Southern California. Then, of course, there
is TV's Dallas, still mythically redefining Collin County into Western
ranching country, an old Southern agrarian world vanished, replaced by
wheeler-dealers, ranchers, and the assorted Ewing louts.
Even so, the future may hold better opportunities for honest por-
trayals of East Texas in the movies. With the continued growth of the
film industry in Texas, we may expect some truthful dramas. Tender Mer-
cies (1983) is a hopeful sign. It tells the story without cliches of a country-
western singer on the skids - a small miracle. And it won two Oscars!
One of the key ingredients of Tender Mercies is its absolutely fidelity to
place. It represents location shooting, regional filmmaking, at its best.
In this vein, all moviemakers dealing with Texas materials should heed
the words of Anna Thomas, one of the makers of the acclaimed El Norte
(1983). Thomas speaks thus of the importance of location filming: "I've
always believed in the voodoo of locations: if you shoot in the right places,
the actors absorb the atmosphere and it becomes part of the perfor-
mance."4 Working with this principle in mind, moviemakers, even ODes
shooting deep in the Piney Woods or in the Caddo Lake area, might be
able to redefine the Texas movie landscape to include, at last, East Texas
as part of the Lone Star map.
NOTFS
lFor a full account of the image of Texas in the movies, see Don Graham, Cowboys
and Cadillacs: How Hollywood looles at the Movies (Austin, 1983).
2Delmer Daves Collection. Department of Special Collections, Stanford University.
lFor another approach to this subj~t, see Don Graham, "Nowhere Else But Southfork."
Texas Humanist, 6 (Nov.-Dec. 1983), pp. 10-12.
'Roger Ebert, "Odyssey to El Norte," Mother Jones. (February/March 1984) IX, p_ 31.
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A SMUGGLER'S EXILE:
S.M. SWENSON FLEES TEXAS
23
by Richard Moore
Texas was not a safe home for many loyal unionists who decided to
stay there during the Civil War. In North Texas t dozens of unionists
were hanged, and in one of the little-mentioned atrocities of the war Ger-
man settlers attempting to escape to Mexico from the San Antonio area
were attacked and annihilated near Comfort, Texas. Individual unionists
such as Andrew J. Hamilton. John C. Brackenridge, and Edmund J. Davis
fled to save their lives, and those who remained faced the ever present
threat of property confiscation, conscription into the Confederate army,
and. perhaps, terror-filled visits from the Knights of the Golden Circle.
One unionist who left Texas in 1863 because he believed his life to
be in danger was S.M. Swenson. Born in Sweden, he had immigrated to
Texas soon after its revolution. and in the period before the Civil War
he used his entrepreneurial skill and ability to know the right people to
amass a fortune. He strongly opposed Texas' secession, and pledged
$50.000 to help Sam Houston raise an army to keep Texas in the Union.
In gratitude, Houston commissioned Swenson a colonel. Loyal as he was,
however. Swenson had no sympathy for the "Black Republicans tl whom
he thought to be just as dangerous to the security of the Union as the
secessionists. 1
After the war began, Swenson continued to reside in Austin where
he was in partnership with 1.M. Swisher in a mercantile business. Mak-
ing no secret of his continued loyalty to the Union, he steadfastly refused
to support the Confederacy. As the war became more intense and the Con-
federate cause became more desperate, pressure for conformity on the
homefront increased and loyal unionists found hostility toward them grow-
ing. Because of harassment and fears for his life, Swenson left his family
and fled to Mexico in November 1863.
This is what Swenson's biographers unanimously agree happened.
A closer look at the evidence, however t reveals contradictory statements
about the actual cause for his leaving, and suggests that in addition to
Confederate harassment, there might be another I more compelling, reason
for his voyage to Mexico. 2
The atrocious treatment of unionists in Texas by their rebel neighbors
makes it plausible to accept Swenson's explanation for his self-imposed
exile. But Swenson was not an ordinary unionist. He knew the right peo-
ple. and although he was a loyalist who "firmly refused every voluntary
act in aid of the rebellion," who declared that he "would never take up
arms against the U.S., either in person or substitute/' he seems to have
received special treatment from Texas Confederate officials. l
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In the summer of 1862, Swenson obtained permission from Gover-
nor Francis Lubbock to visit New Orleans, then occupied by Union troops,
for the purpose of acquiring information about his wife's rebel brother
who was ill and confined in a prison camp. On his return he "found great
excitement" because of his visit and was arrested in Houston. After show-
ing the authorities written permission to travel from Lubbock. he was
released but was examined again in Austin by a provost marshal, and
"came off more triumphant than I wished:' Soon afterwards he asked
for permission to go to the hot springs in Monterrey, Mexico. because
of an acute attack of rheumatism. His request was denied, although subse-
quently he was allowed to go to Hot Springs, Arkansas, where he spent
two months during the winter of 1862. Swenson's baths were successful
temporarily, and he returned to Texas where he was "kept under obser-
vation," but otherwise "permitted to live unmolested." It is obvious that
in comparison to the rough handling of other unionists in Texas, Swen-
son was given preferential treatment. Why then, did he feel compelled
to leave1 4
According to August Anderson, author of Hyphenated, The Life
Story ofS.M. Swenson, the Swedish businessman left because he overheard
threats on his life from a gang of lynchers and narrowly escaped their pur-
suit. He decided to leave Texas J but not wishing to alarm his family, he
admonished his business partner. Svante Palm, "Remember ... my wife
must always think that I went [to Mexico] for my rheumatism, as well
as everybody else.'· On the other hand J Swenson confided to his lawyer,
William Pierson J that he left because of orders emanating from General
John Bankhead McGruder's office that unionists should be arrested and
imprisoned. Although the order ,edid not seriously alarm me, H he wrote,
it did frighten his wife and his friends. After receiving a certificate of
military disability for military service. and permission to go to Mexico,
he left Texas by way of San Antonio and Brownsville. 1
Pierson's recollection of Swenson's departure was that his friend had
learned from a credible witness that a "conclave of rebels" had deter-
mined that he should die, and Swenson secretly made his escape to Mex-
ico. Swenson, however, wrote to his wife that his trip to Brownsville was
made "without any remarkable features contrary to ordinary travel/' and
that Colonel James Duff. Commander of Confederate troops in
Brownsville, and a close personal friend, "very kindly granted ... a per-
mit to cross the river with our mules and ambulances." He later lamented
that there was a better route to the border than the one had had taken,
but he did not mention any need for haste or the danger of pursuit. (;
Without depreciating the possible threats to Swenson's freedom or
his life. a more plausible explanation for his trip to Mexico in November
1863, rather than at some earlier or later date, involves the progress of
the Civil War and Swenson's participation in the international cotton trade.
The role of Texas in the Confederacy changed considerably when
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Vicksburg fell in 1863, because at least one part of General Winfield Scott's
Anaconda Plan was complete - the Mississippi River was under Federal
control and Texas, with its vital supplies of corn, wheat, and cattle, and
its valuable land border with Mexico, was isolated. Until then, Swenson's
business remained normal for wartime. "All is well," he wrote his cousin
Carlon July 9, 1863, "no news, except rumours (sic) are rife that Vicksburg
is taken by the enemy," a curious term for a loyal unionist to use. He
also heard rumors of a possible Union invasion of the Red River valley,
an area where Swenson had pending an important purchase of cotton. 7
Swenson was the agent for C. Edward Habicht, Consul General of
Sweden and Norway of New York, who had agreed to purchase 4,700
bales of cotton from C.G. Alexander of Bonham, in Fannin County,
Texas. Alexander would be responsible for conveying the cotton to where
the Swedish Consul could receive it, and the Consul, in turn, would give
notice to the civil and military authorities of the United States and "as
far as practicable, the civil and military authorities holding actual posses-
sion of the places in which said cotton is situated," of his ownership of
the cotton to prevent its seizure by the military, "or any violent and il-
legal party or set of men. " When Habicht disposed of the cotton in some
European port, Alexander would get nine-tenths of the proceeds. 8
This massive transaction, difficult to complete under wartime condi-
tions, was endangered further by the changed complexion of the war. On
one hand, an immediate invasion of North Texas by Federal troops might
lead to confiscation of the cotton before it could be shipped. On the other,
the fall of Vicksburg brought news of more desperate measures by the
Texas Confederates. "I will not speak of the war and its hardships on
humanity," Swenson wrote his brother John, "but I can tell you that now
all property belongs to the state and laws are made to enforce this bar-
baric idea." The only property interests that were respected, he added,
were "those of foreigners and especially those of European descent."9
His anxiety was justified because he had a significant investment in
the transaction himself. and his role in the cotton sale provides an insight
into the underground trade of Texas cotton during the war. Actually the
Swedish Consul owned only one-tenth of the purchased cotton, and he was
using his home to help Swenson smuggle the staple out of Texas. Habicht
would be rewarded with one-half of the profits which Swenson estimated
would be at least $25,000. If Texas Confederates were suspicious of Swen-
son, they had good reason. 10
Habicht was busy in Washington. When he received notice from
Swenson of the purchase of the Alexander cotton, he immediately con-
tacted his attorney. who also was employed by Secretary of the Treasury
Salmon Chase. and asked his aid to get Chase to protect the property and
grant permission to move it to shipping ports. "You will perceive that
there will be no difficulty in procuring protection from the United States
authorities who do all that can be desired in furthering the interests of
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loyal citizens and noncombatant foreigners," he wrote Swenson. David
Dudley Field, Habicht's lawyer, told Secretary Chase that Swenson was
a Swedish subject, loyal to the United States, who had been an agent for
the Swedish Consul since 1858 with orders to invest Habicht's capital in
cotton to ship to Europe. 11
For his part, Swenson was supposed to send the cotton "by the best
and surest route" to the Mississippi River so it could be transshipped to
Havana. He would be assisted by a special agent sent to New Orleans who
would hire several river craft to bring the cotton to that city. The opera-
tion was planned meticulously in correspondence between Habicht and
Swenson in October 1863, even to the design 0 f the Swedish flag that was
to be placed on the bales on cotton. I 2
The shipment of 4,400 bales of cotton was a formidable task, especial-
ly since both the Union and the Confederacy were threatening to erect
barriers to its passage. Swenson, efficient businessman as his past and
future performance attested, did not allow loose ends to go untied.
"Perhaps I had better go myself to Brownsville in order to expedite the
whole matter," he wrote to Alexander. His caution was occasioned by
a report "that at a late meeting of Governors, Generals, etc., it was deter-
mined that an impressment should be made of all cotton west of the
Mississippi River." He resolved to see Governor Lubbock to ascertain the
truth of the matter and, "if true, I will as agent of Mr. Habicht notify
the Governors of Texas and Louisiana, and General Kirby Smith of the
ownership, etc., of the cotton in order that it may not be claimed that
the government officers were ignorant of the true ownership thereof -
and should it become necessary, I will also act in respect to the acts of
an invading foe. "13
He arrived at Matamoros shortly before Federal troops landed at Port
Isabel, twenty-five miles away. The resultant chaos in Brownsville was
described in a letter to his wife: "I went to the river opposite Brownsville
and remained there three or four hours viewing the bustle and confusion
attendant on the evacuation of the town. In Brownsville I could see the
precipitate haste, and two ferryboats, and three skiffs continually cross-
ing: cotton, merchandise in every shape, some in open boxes, in barrels,
tied in sheets, and some loose; furniture, women, children, Jews, cradles,
clocks, crockery, utensils, the all in a jumble. Only the men and
teams were detained (except Jews whom I suppose are either not considered
men or else endowed with superior privilege and immunities.). I under-
stand similar exertions kept up all night, and this morning the stream of
movables and noncombatants are still pouring into this hospitaJable city." 14
One might ask what effect the "precipitate" flight of Texas emigres
had on Swenson? Would a practical businessman go back into Texas at
the earliest opportunity, or would he take advantage of his exile to associate
himself with the winning side of the war, and use his contacts within Texas
to further promote the licit, and perhaps, illicit, flow of cotton from Texas
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into its European and American markets? Whatever his motives, Swen-
son chose not to come back to Texas. He did, however, continue his multi-
faceted business operations.
The fate of the Alexander cotton transaction remains unknown. One
writer, who only casually mentions the episode, assures us that the tran-
saction was successful but does not provide details about how the com-
plicated transportation of 4,400 bales of cotton down the Red River to
Texas ports occurred or how this shipment escaped Confederate
authorities, or how it was received by neutral shippers.
Swenson used his hegira to Mexico to visit the medicinal springs at
Monterrey, and, as one might expect, to ingratiate himself with various
Mexican leaders. In August 1864 he was in New Orleans where he was
in daily communications with other Texas refugees such as Judge T.R.
Duval, Judge John Hancock, and future Reconstruction governor, An-
drew J. Hamilton. From these exiles he learned that in Texas "the military
are said to be more despotic than ever - the people praying for peace
- the most of them not caring who wins - so peace be the result."15
The war would not last much longer, but Swenson did not have time
to wait. He was impatient to continue his business activities, and perhaps,
to conclude the transaction he had begun a year earlier in Fannin Coun-
ty. On August 9, 1864, President Abraham Lincoln sent a directive to Ma-
jor General Edward R. Canby stating that "for satisfactory reasons which
concern public service. I have to direct that, if Andrew J. Hamilton or
any person authorized in writing by him shall come out of either of the
ports of Galveston or Sabine Pass with any vessel or vessels freighted with
cotton, shipped to the agent of the Treasury Department at New Orleans,
the passage of such person, vessels and cargoes shall not be molested or
hindered, but they shall be permitted to pass to the hands of such con-
signee." Hamilton "constituted" Swenson, C.A. Weed, and W.C. Philips
as his agents, and on September 15th, the president's letter and Hamilton's
addendum was received by Rear Admiral D.O. Farragut. who forwarded
it to the commanding officer of the Texas division. 16
Armed with such impressive credentials, Swenson left New Orleans
on September 26 aboard the Arkansas for the coast of Texas' 'with a view
to transact some business of great importance both individually and for
the general good. n Unfortunately, bad luck plagued him. Soon after the
Arkansas reached the Gulf, yellow fever struck the ship's crew and Swen-
son could not transfer to any of the ships blockading the coast of Texas.
His ultimate destination was Sabine Pass, but he first had to go to
Matamoros, Mexico. On his return to Texas, he again was refused land-
ing privileges because of the plague, and his mission failed. l ?
Other attempts to return to Texas failed because of the uncompromis-
ing Confederate rules, but Swenson did not abandon his quest to get cot-
ton out of Texas. On learning, so he believed, that the government of the
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United States was considering the propriety of trading with the "people
of the insurrectionary states" for cotton, Swenson wrote to Pierson that
he thought "much benefit would accrue" because to reopen trade "would
undoubtedly do much to remind the oppressed in those states of the good
old government ... and mild rule ... I have no doubt," he added, Hthat
large, legitimate and honorable profits will accrue" to agents who would
be appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury.18
Nothing came of this venture, but Swenson was not idle. With William
Perkins he established a large mercantile business in New Orleans and in-
vested in Louisiana sugar plantations. When the war ended he took his
family out of Texas to New York where he established the banking house
of S.M. Swenson and Sons. Later he took an active interest in the develop-
ment of the S.M.S. Ranches in West Texas. 19
The final result of Swenson's attempt to smuggle the Alexander cot-
ton out of Texas under the Swedish flag is not known, although two of
his biographers assume the cotton reached its destination. Swenson's
references to the deal in his various communications are cryptic, both
because of the exigencies caused by the war and because he was the type
of businessman who did not volunteer information about his transactions
to those not directly concerned. What can be concluded from available
evidence is this sequence of events: 1) Swenson purchased 4,400 bales of
cotton from C.G. Alexander of Bonham, using Swedish Consul General
Habicht as a front to give the cotton the protection of a foreign flag; 2)
Habicht arranged with Secretary of the Treasury Salmon P. Chase for
safe passage of the cotton once it reached Union territory near the mouth
of the Sabine River; 3) Swenson increasingly became concerned about the
safety of the cotton, and announced he might have to leave Texas to ex-
pedite its passage; 4) he did leave Texas soon afterwards; 5) and he made
at least two attempts to go from New Orleans to Texas for "Business of
great importance both individually and for the general good."
The mistreatment of Texas unionists makes plausible the assertion
that Swenson left Texas to prevent his arrest, or even his murder. But he
enjoyed special considerations from Texas Confederates as his trips to New
Orleans and Arkansas indicate, and his official permission to go to Mex-
ico in November 1863 proves that he was in no immediate danger of ar-
rest. His understandable desire to complete a business transaction that
would profit him at least $25,000 is a more reasonable explanation for
his departure, and the sequence of events in October and November 1863
tend to substantiate it.
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POLISH ETHNORELIGION IN EAST TEXAS: THE CASE OF
ST. JOSEPH'S PARISH, 1866-1900
by James S. Olson
During the past two decades, an intellectual revolution has swept
through American historiography ~ displacing traditional economic and
political themes and enthroning a new set of social and economic con-
cerns. Preoccupation with the history of elites. which dominated profes-
sional scholarship throughout most of the twentieth century, has given
way to an obsession with common people - how they lived and how they
influenced the development of American institutions. Within the larger
field of social history, the rise of ethnicity as a premier scholarly interest
has been little less than spectacular. Even the most casual comparison of
contemporary journals with their counterparts in the 1950s and 1960s
reveals the transformation of historical inquiry. Each year more well·
researched monographs on different groups appear, laying the founda-
tions for a new synthesis on American history. In many instances. the in-
terest in the lives of common people has resurrected local history, but not
in any antiquarian context. By asking significant questions about local
communities. social historians shed light on much broader aspects of
American life. The processes of migration, settlement, institution-building,
and assimilation, even for small groups of people. relate to all Americans,
since the vast majority of us or our ancestors shared those experiences.
Until the 1870s, most immigrants came to the United States from
Northern and Western Europe. Light in complexion, Protestant in religion,
and agricultural in their backgrounds. they moved with relative ease into
American society, taking up farms in the hinterlands or moving into skilled
jobs in fledgling industries. The famine Irish, of course, were the excep-
tion to that rule. and they stirred up an unprecedented wave of nativism
and anti-Catholicism, but many Americans for most of those early years
viewed immigration as an asset, a source of cheap labor and cultural vitali-
ty. All that changed in the 1880s when economic changes in Eastern and
Southern Europe began driving millions of Roman Catholics, Eastern Or-
thodox, and Jews to the urban centers of the United States. Between 1880
and 1930. these people arrived and settled into an Anglo-Protestant culture
which was not prepared to receive them. Instead of the comparatively easy
acceptance experienced by the English, Scots, Germans. Swedes. Danes,
and Norwegians, they witnessed several decades of nativism and
discrimination. In Texas, the experience was somewhat different, especially
for large numbers of Czech and Polish immigrants, because so many of
them settled in rural. farming colonies where their religion and culture
thrived in relative isolation. St. Joseph's Parish, a Roman Catholic
James S. Olson is associated with The Department of History at Sam Houston State
University, Huntsville.
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colony in New Waverly, Texas, provides an excellent case study of a rural,
"new immigrant" community. I
Polish origins in Texas dated back to the earliest years of the colony,
and included people such as Constantin Malczewski, a founder of the
Champ D'Asile colony in 1818 near present-day Liberty; Joseph A.
Czyczeryn, who invaded Texas on a filibuster expedition in 1821; Simon
Weiss, a merchant trader who settled near Nacogdoches in 1836; and Felix
Wardzinski, a member of the revolutionary army that defeated Santa Anna
at San Jacinto in 1836. 2 But it was not until the 1850s that large numbers
of Polish immigrants began to settle in Texas. Enormous population
growth, declining farm size, competition from American wheat, and the
elimination of cottage industry had undermined village economies in
Eastern Europe, forcing peasants to move about as a nomadic proletariat
in search of work. Eventually, many of them decided on America as the
solution to their problems. Here there was land, jobs, freedom, and
opportunity. 3
Most of the Poles who settled in the United States did not find that
land; they ended up working the mines, mills, factories, and packinghouses
of such cities as Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Buffalo, but the Poles
who came to Texas were exceptions. They found land, tried to reconstruct
their peasant villages, and maintained the ethnoreligion of the Old World.
Between 1854 and 1857, nearly 1,500 Poles from Upper Silesia came to
Central Texas, with the largest colony at Panna Maria. From there they
expanded widely throughout Central and South Central Texas. 4
Polish immigrants began arriving in Walker County in the mid-1860s.
Vincenty Radkiewitz arrived at Galveston on September 15, 1860, and
came north to work. A few Polish families came to Walker County in
1866 to work on the Lamkin Plantation on the Trinity River. Later that
year, worried about harvesting their cotton, a small group of Walker Coun-
ty planters met to find a way to replace their emancipated slaves. At the
suggestion of Meyer Levy, a Polish Jew operating a store at Old Waver-
ly, they established the Waverly Emigration Society. Representing the
Society, Levy went to Europe hoping to attract 150 workers, enticing them
with full passage and wages of room, board, and $90, $100, and $110 for
each of the first three years. It amounted to an indentured servant status.
In May 1867, Levy returned with the first group of immigrants, most of
whom came from Poznan and Silesia. They immediately went to work
as farm laborers, and their presence attracted other Poles to Old Waver-
Iy. A merchant in Navasota also recruited Polish immigrants, as did several
plantation owners in San Jacinto County. The Poles worked in the cot·
ton fields and in sawmills. By 1870 there were forty-two families living
in Old Waverly. S
No passion was stronger in the peasant mind than acquisition of land.
It was the essence of peasant life - a social and economic constant deter-
mining status in the world. From noblemen with thousands of acres to
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peasants, property was the measure of existence. Land was life and fer-
tility, and far more than an economic asset. Peasants worked it not just
to make a living but to stake out their destiny in the universe. Ownership
of land brought recognition. status, and prestige in the rural villages. In
the words of W.I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecki, two early sociologists
of peasant life,
Land property is ... the main condition of the social standing
of the family. Without land, the family can still keep its inter-
nal solidarity, but it cannot act as a unit with regard to the
rest of the community; it ceases to count as a social power.
Its members become socially and economically dependent on
strangers, and often scatter about the country or abroad; ...
The greater the amount of land, the greater the possibility of
social expression. 6
For the bulk of Polish immigrants settling in the congested ghettoes of
the Midwest and Northeast, acquisition of land was impossible, but for
the Texas Poles the need could be fulfilled. During the 1860s and 1870s
their status as landless laborers working on cotton plantations remained
unchanged, but gradually they began to accumulate enough excess capital
to fulfill the desperate need for property. By the 18805 the Polish im-
migrants were buying substantial amounts of farm property around Old
Waverly, and Walker County deed records clearly demonstrate that by
the end of the century they had managed to acquire most of the best farm
land along the southeastern edge of the county. At St. Joseph's Parish
in the late nineteenth century, the immigrants and their children had suc-
cessfully reconstructed the peasant village of the Old World. 7
If ownership of land guaranteed status in this life, religion guaranteed
it in the next. The peasant religion of Old as well as New World Poles
was the marrow of their cultural existence, explaining the mysteries and
tragedies of life, providing peasants with a reassuring knowledge of the
cosmos l directing the pace and substance of social life, and helping supply
tp.em with a powerful sense of ethnic identity. For most Poles the Roman
Catholic Church was a revered institution bringing meaning into their lives.
In celebrating festivals, honoring patron saints, joining sodalities and con-
fraternities, attending parish schools, and partaking of the sacraments of
the church, they came to terms with life and death.
Polish ethnoreligion at St. Joseph's was a mixture of folk tradition
and formal worship, with the church providing supernatural intervention
when folk yaJues seemed inadequate. Peasants viewed the natural world
from a unique perspective, uniting all nature into a cosmic whole. Animals,
plants, minerals, sun, moon, stars. and the earth were alive, imbued with
a measure of knowledge, individual consciousness, and awareness of the
things around them. Peasants gave every animal, tree, river, stream,
meadow, mountain, hill, or valley a name, as well as such periods of time
as days, weeks, months, and seasons. All of creation had a spiritual
essence. and there was a balance and solidarity to nature which man had
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to respect carefully. In thought and deed, people had to honor
nature, taking and killing only that which was necessary for survival.
When coming upon a poisonous snake, for example, the peasant
would much prefer to avoid the reptile or scare it off than to have
to kill it. Disobedience and disrespect toward nature could easily
ignite vengeance and retalitation by the elements. On the other
hand, careful observation of the behavior of plants~ animals, and
the elements helped peasants predict the future, avoid danger and
tragedy, and control the fears, decay, sickness, and misery leading
to death. What another generation would call superstition was ac-
tually a highly complicated, integrated spiritual network linking all natural
activities into a holistic unity. The sacred and profane, the spiritual and
temporal, were one.
Beyond the world of natural animals, objects~ and phenomena, pea-
sant religion functioned in the world of spirits. For the Polish immigrants,
the existence of such mythological beings as devils, witches, dwarfs, water
spirits~ house ghosts, goblins, cloud-beings, vampires~ nightmares, and
generalized spiritual entities was taken for granted. They functioned ac~
tively in the world according to supernaturallaws t and when the events
of nature seemed disruptive or iIlogical t the peasants blamed those spirits
and appealed to magic for understanding and control. The ultimate source
of magical power was the heavenly magic of God, Jesus, the Virgin Mary,
and the pantheon of saints and angels. For most peasants, the activities
of God and Jesus were detached and distant, rarely interrupting the usual
flow of the natural world. Poles turned instead to the Virgin for their magic
- to heal the sick, ward off evil, and avert danger. Their devotion
bordered on Mariolatry, and the most hallowed shrine in the country was
that of the Black Madonna of Czestochowa. They also used saints and
angels to fight devils, praise God t and perform highly specialized duties.
81. Agatha, for example, was the saint Poles turned to for assistance in
putting out fires. Agricultural life revolved around a complex religious
calendar. First plowing was reserved for S1. Gregory's Day. Turnips and
cabbage were sown on St. Mark the Evangelist Day and then transplanted
on S1. Vitus Day. They sowed flax on S1. Adalbert's Day and hoed potatoes
before S1. John the Baptist Day.
Although heavenly magic and its concourse of living, benevolent
spirits were overpowering, the evil magic of satanic spirits was very real,
a force to be reckoned with through the power of heavenly magic. By see-
ing life in terms of magical causality, peasants learned to deal with their
environment, avoiding the fatalistic surrender to outside forces which
political oppression and economic poverty had often spawned. The natural
and supernatural worlds of Polish folk religion died rather quickly in the
major cities of the United States, where the agricultural calendar was un-
necessary and the geographic symbols, animals~ and plants of the Old
World lost their meaning. But in Walker County, Texas, where the Polish
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immigrants functioned in a rural, village atmosphere, the folk traditions
of the European past thrived in the nineteenth century. 8
Finally, peasant religion existed on the formal Jevel of ceremonial
Catholicism. Parish activities bound peasants into a\moral, communal
whole. In the chapel and its surrounding cemetery occurred the most im-
portant events of life; peasants sacrificed to build a church and then treated
it with reverence and adoration. Villages of poverty-stricken families liv-
ing in huts in Poznan and Silesia had lovely churches. Life without a church
and priest was unimaginable. The church and Polish identity were in-
separable. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Russian and
Prussian governments bordering Poland and Lithuania viewed Roman
Catholicism as a form of political treason and a cultural intrusion. After
taking Poland and Lithuania, Russian authorities tried in vain to restrict
the church and suppress the peasant languages throughout the nineteenth
century. In 1864 and 1865, just before the Walker Emigration Society
began bringing Poles to Texas, the Tsar had ordered all teaching of religion
in public schools to be in Russian, and shortly thereafter ordered the use
of Russian as the language of instruction in Roman Catholic parochial
schools as well. Russian authorities injected their language into Catholic
liturgies, outlawed crosses on Catholic churches, prohibited devotional
processions on religious holidays, demanded prior approval of clerical ap-
pointments, censored all sermons, eliminated clerical visits with
parishioners, and stopped the construction of new chapels or the repair
of old ones. But instead of transforming Polish Catholicism into Russian
Orthodoxy. the campaign only exaggerated Catholic identity. During the
late 1800s, Polish peasants became the most devoted Roman Catholics
on the Continent, and they brought that faith with them to East Texas. 9
News of the Polish colony at Old Waverly spread quickly to other
Polish communities. In 1870, Bishop C.M. DuBois of Galveston invited
the Resurrectionist Fathers to take care of all Polish immigrants in the
diocese, and the order sent Father Felix Orzechowski to Old Waverly. The
Congregation of the Resurrection was a new Roman Catholic order, found-
ed in 1842 by Polish emigres of the insurrection of 1830. They were
especially strong in the Polish emigrant communities of France and the
United States, and many of the Resurrectionists came as missionary priests
to Texas to work in the Polish colonies. Intensely nationalistic as .well as
devoted to Roman Catholicism, the Resurrectionists created an overpower-
ing ethnocentric atmosphere in the Polish colonies, including St. Joseph's
at Old Waverly. Mass and other meetings were held in different homes
for nearly five years, when a small church was constructed eight miles
west in New Waverly, a depot along the recently constructed railroad line.
Bishop DuBois had donated the land, and with lumber cut at William
Schwontkoski's sawmill, the 20' by 32' chapel was completed in 1876.
Father Victor Lisicki, another Resurrectionist, presided over construction
of the small chapel, and it served 81. Joseph's until 1896 when a new church
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was erected. Although St. Joseph's was established as a mission of the
Catholic Church in 1872, it gained in population in 1887 when the Polish
church at Danville was closed and the congregation merged with the
parishioners in New Waverly. When Father Theodore Jaron arrived in
1892, St. Josephts status raised from mission to parish. lo
Because of the church and parish, the immigrants enjoyed a highly
integrated identity, not unlike that of the Old World. The religious calen-
dar guided community life, allowing peasants to use Catholicism as a
means of supplementing their natural and supernatural beliefs. In addi-
tion to Rogation processions each spring to bless the land and crops, the
year was a round of religious observances. The Christmas season always
came to an end with the traditional vigil dinner, known as Wigila. In
January, the festivals of the Circumcision and the Epiphany were occa-
sions for blessing parishioners' homes by the priest, a custom cherished
by Poles because of Russian attempts to prohibit it in the Old World. In
February they celebrated the feasts of Purification and St. Blaise, which
included the blessing of the sacramentals as well as the blessing of throats
to prevent illness. During Lent, they celebrated the feasts of 51. Casimir
and St. Joseph's, walked the stations of the cross, and had the Gorzkie
Zale, a devotional expression of "bitter sorrow" over the death of Jesus
Christ. In March or April came the Holy Week services and the Swiecone,
or blessing of baskets, as well as the resurrection sunrise mass. During
May the Holy Rosary sodalities in the parish held their Marian devotions
with candlelight ceremonies. The priest would bless swimming areas in
June for the feast of S1. John the Baptist. For the Feast of the Assump-
tion in August, the children in the parish would bring bouquets of flowers
before the alter of Mary, and in September they would sing birthday
celebrations to the Virgin Mother. In November, the parish celebrated All
Saints and All Souls Day. II
Just as important to the immigrants as the Old World religious calen-
dar was the preservation of the Old World language. Like many other
Catholic immigrant groups, the Poles believed that language and faith were
intimately related. that any loss of the language among the community
would inevitably lead to a loss of religion - perhaps even conversion to
the Protestant values of the surrounding East Texas culture. They needed
to hear the native language of their homeland in sermons, devotionals.
and social activities, as well as from the mouths of their priests in the con-
fessional. Between 1870 and 1900. a series of Polish priests. both Resur-
rectionists and seculars, including Fathers Orzechowski, Lisicki, Laski,
Chalczarz~ Polianski, Wylamowicz, Gaiduszen, Jaron, and Walter pre-
sided over 81. Joseph's. In the 1890s. when officials at the Diocese of
Galveston tried to place an Irish priest in charge of 51. Joseph's a rebellion
resulted and a number of prominent parishioners threatened to bolt the
church and take the congregation into the newly-formed Polish National
Catholic Church. I .2
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The language and culture of the Old World was also preserved in the
parochial school. During the first years after the migration, the colony
at Old Waverly had been too small, too scattered. and too poor to sup-
port a parochial school, even though most parents felt it necessary to pro-
tect the language as well as insulate their children from the secular and
Protestant values of the public schools. As the number of children increased
in the colony and the economic means of their parents improved, however,
the sense of need for a parish parochial school intensified. In 1896, when
they built the new church at New Waverly, they converted the old church
into a parochial school, and then built a new school in 1899 which more
than one hundred students attended. The language of instruction was
Polish and the curriculum concluded classes in Polish history. Polish
culture, Polish grammar, and Roman Catholic moral teachings. 13
Relatively isolated on their own land and socially isolated in the parish
church, parochial school, and religious societies, the Poles maintained a
closed family life, separating themselves from the surrounding Protestant
society. More than anything else they viewed religious survival in family
terms, realizing that once they married non-Poles they probably would
lose the language, and once they married outside the faith they would pro-
bably lose their salvation. Like other ethnic Catholics in the United
States they believed that ethnoreligious survival occurred in the marriage
bed. Between 1865 and 1900. according to parish records and marriage
certificates in Walker County, Texas, more than ninety-three percent of
the members of St. Joseph's Parish married other Polish Catholics, and
none of those who married non-Poles married Protestants. 14
What set the Polish immigrants of St. Joseph's Parish in New Waverly
apart from the mass of Poles in Chicago, Buffalo, Cleveland, and Pitts-
burgh was their rural isolation and capacity to reconstruct the ethnoreli-
gious atmosphere of the Old World. To be sure, they could not remain
isolated forever. The forces of modernization, deculturation, and assimila-
tion - so powerful in American society - enveloped New Waverly in
the twentieth century, destroyed the Old World language, altered Old
World religious folkways, and enticed grandchildren and great-
grandchildren out of the parish for the neighborhoods and territorial
parishes of metropolitan Houston. But for three decades in the nineteenth
century, there indeed was a "Little Poland" in East Texas.
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THE ytBARBO LEGEND AND
EARLY SPANISH SETILEMENT
by Francis Edward Abernethy
I am not by nature an iconoclast nor a revisionist. I have grown com-
fortable with the old gods, and I revere the myths and legends of my
culture's past. In fact, as a folklorist of sorts I usually accept the spirit
of a legend more quickly than I accept the reality of history. However I
in my meanderings through East Texas history and folklore I have en-
countered a legend that has been so sanctified by repetition that it has
almost crossed the threshold into history.
When I moved to Nacogdoches in the early 1940s one of the
memorable stories I encountered was that the Spanish of Nacogdoches
County were pure Spanish, with blood unsullied by any mestizo mixing.
They came, I was told by both gringos and Rodrigueses, straight from
Spain to Nacogdoches, and they were not diluted in their meanderings
among the darker, primitive folk south of the Rio Bravo. It was a good
story, culturally accepted, and a natural folk response to a Spanish ethnic
ego that had been bruised by Anglo invasion and subsequent domination
of their territory. This long-standing legend, and perhaps a misreading
of a primary historical source, led R.B. Blake, Nacogdoches' most emi-
nent historian writing in the 1920s, to make the following statement:
The Senor Marquis of San Miguel de Aguayo, before
returning to Mexico in May, 1722, installed a garrison of one
hundred men at the presidio of Los Adaes [This was the
easternmost Spanish outpost, near present day Robeline, twelve
miles this side of the westernmost French outpost at Nat-
chitoches] I but due to the difficulties of transporting supplies
from Mexico City, the Spanish government determined to send
colonists from Spain to San Antonio de Bexar and to Los
Adaes, so that these colonists might produce food and sup-
plies for the soldiers, as well as to further settle up Texas. [Here
he footnotes the original political documents in Jose Antonio
Pichardo's Limits of Louisiana and Texas, II, 104.]
In pursuance of this project, in the Spring of 17281 the
government sent a group of settlers from the province of An-
dalusia, southern Spain, near the city of Seville, for the pur-
pose of making a settlement near Los Adaes. According to the
lbarvo family tradition, this group of settlers was brought to
New Orleans, which was then in what was known as West
Florida. These settlers came up the Mississippi and Red River
to Natchitoches, and on to the mission of San Miguel de
Linares, on Los Adaes Bayou.
Among these colonists from Spain was Don Mateo An-
tonio Ibarvo and his bride, Dona Juana Lutgarda Hernandez.
These were the parents of Antonio Gil Ibarvo, ... who was
born in Los Adaes during the following year of 1729.'
This "group of settlers" includes the Y'Barbos that Blake reports
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- and legend supports - was sent to Los Adaes in 1728 from Andalusia
is difficult if not impossible to verify. Aguayo did make a request for Texas
settlers in 1729, a year later. for four hundred Spanish families, two hun-
dred to be of straight Spanish stock, but only ten families arrived, and
these were sent to and remained in San Antonio. And they did not get
there until March 9, 1731. ~ Blake might have justified the Y'Barbo settle-
ment legend on the basis of an incomplete reading of Pichardo's Limits
of Louisiana and Texas. However the error crept in. we have no evidence
of formal, government sponsored Spanish settlement of the eastern fron-
tier after Aguayo's expedition of 1721.
The accounts of the earliest settlement of the eastern frontier of Texas
indicate the ambivalence of the Spanish authorities toward this area. La
Salle's misadventure at Matagorda Bay in 1685, abortive as it was, caus-
ed a general Spanish panic. They feared the further intrusion of the French,
who later established themselves in Natchitoches in 1714 and wandered
into Spanish territory whenever the mood struck them. But the road from
Mexico to the eastern frontier was long and was beset with hazards, and
they felt that this far distant frontier would be difficult to supply and
defend.
The Ramon expedition of 1716, the first to establish bases in the
easternmost part of Texas~ established six missions, among which was the
Mission San Miguel de Linares among the Adaes Indians. 3 During the three
drouth-plagued, ill-fated years of Spanish occupancy only seven families
arrived at Los Adaes. and these left, along with the soldiers, at the military
insistence of the French in 1719.
Despite the hasty retreat from Los Adaes and the loss of prestige and
influence on the eastern frontier, there were those who understood East
Texas' long-range importance, both as a buffer zone against the French
and as a settlement area for the Spanish. One of these was Friar Esidro
de Espinosa, who had been in East Texas during the bad years of
1716-1719. He retreated with the rest in 1719, but he left with a deter-
mination to return and to make a more stable and defendable settlement
on the next expedition. His recommendation for another expedition into
East Texas was successful in that it influenced the sending of the Marquis
de Aguayo's expedition in 1721. His other recommendations were not quite
as successful. Father Espinosa had urged that civilian settlers as well as
soldiers with families be sent to the frontier and that necessary artisans
and craftsmen be included. The settlers would be volunteers and would
be given the equivalent of a soldier's two year's advance pay. They would
also be deeded land that would be theirs and their heirs in perpetuity. 4
Espinosa envisioned a strong, stable, and enduring Spanish settlement
which would be the nucleus of a larger East Texas colony.
Aguayo's expedition reached the abandoned mission at Los Adaes
in September, 1721. The French had sufficiently alarmed the Spanish with
violations of the frontier that this time they came with a determination
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to stay and with what they considered was an adequate defense and set-
tlement force. Consequently, Aguayo built and settled a presidio at Los
Adaes with one hundred soldiers, thirty-one of whom had families. s These
Spanish soldiers and their families are the beginning of the Spanish in East
Texas l the founding fathers and mothers, as it were.
The much vaunted sanguinary purity of these nuclear settlers l
however, is made suspect by a record of those who came with the Mar-
quis to Texas. Most of them were not volunteers, as Espinosa had sug-
gested. One conscription of which we have a record6 consisted mainly of
convicts from Celaya, in the state of Guanajuato near Ciudad Mexico.
A catalog of those who were drafted for the Aguayo expedition lists seven-
teen mestizos, twenty-one coyotes, thirty-one mulattoes, two castizos, one
lobo, one free Negro, one Indian of Sapotlan, and forty-four Spanish.
The terms used designate various degrees of negroidal, caucasoidal, and
mongoloidal miscegenation, but even the Spanish were racially and
ethnically suspect. Dark skinned Moors, both Caucasoid and Negroid,
only recently had departed Spain. especially Andalusia and Seville, leav-
ing behind melanistic genes in abundance among the Spanish. The fact
that there was one volunteer was singular enough to be noted in the records;
this young man was sent by his father. Not all of the Celayans were sent
to Los Adaes, of course; some were left at San Antonio. But this mottled
catalog does indicate the sort of settler and soldier that formed the begin-
ning of the East Texas Spanish colony. These were the same sorts, by the
way, as the British indenturees - our ancestors - who were shipped out
of Newgate and similar houses of penury and correction to help colonize
North America. "A true born Englishman" - or American or Adaesano
- "is a contradiction," Daniel Defoe was saying at about this same time.
We safely assume that there was continual movement between Los
Adaes and San Antonio and Mexico along the Camino Real from the time
of the Aguayo settlement in 1721 and on. Some of the East Texas Spanish
stayed on the frontier, adjusted themselves to a life in proximity with
Frenchmen, Indians, and a new kind of wilderness, and prospered in a
relative sort of way - or they at least survived. Others got lonesome,
bored, and burned out, and went back to San Antonio or back to their
homes in the interior of Mexico. Lured by God-knows-what, legal or il-
legal - or shipped out by irate fathers - others came to the frontier or
were sent by the government. The situation was fluid in the 17205.
We now return to Aguayo's - and Friar Espinosa's - plans fOT set-
tlement during this decade of the 1720s. Aguayo had recognized the need
fOT a stable settlement and recommended early on to the authorities in
Mexico that more settlers be sent to East Texas. The result of this was
that three royal orders - two in 1723 and one in 1729 - were issued for
colonists to be sent from the Canary Islands, a Spanish colony off nor-
thwest Africa, to New Spain and to the eastern frontier in particular. The
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order of 1729 was the only one that had any results - and that was the
ten families that eventually settled in San Antonio in 1731.
Thus, we wonder how Blake arrived at his conclusion that Spanish
settlers came to the Los Adaes presidio via New Orleans in 1728. Blake's
discussion of the sending to Adaes in 1728 of the Old World colonists
- including Mateo Y'Barbo and wife - is documented with a reference
to Pichardo·s Limits ofLouisiana and Texas, II, page 104. On page 104
and on the following pages Pichardo does cite the various cedulae where
Spanish settlement - four hundred families, in fact - is recommended
for the presidios on the Texas frontier, but the culminating report (pichar- ~
do, II, page 107) states that only the ten families from the Canaries came'
in 1731 and that they stayed in San Antonio. I can only deduce that Blake
read the recommendations and took that to be adequate support for the
Y'Barbo family legend. I have no idea how he arrived at the 1728 arrival
date, unless it was to get Antonio Gil Y'Barbo born there in 1729.
I have been looking for information about early eighteenth century
Spanish settlement and about Mateo Y'Barbo for fifteen years, off and
on, but I have found frustratingly little information. We do have some
records of Mateo. On May 8, 1738, he testified before a San Antonio court
that he was thirty-seven years old, "more or less." Blake evidently got
his birth year for Mateo as 1701 from his testimony. In no place does
Mateo or the court records mention that he was from Seville or Andalusia.
G. Douglas Inglis, Consultant in Hispanic Documentation of the
Texas State Library, assisted me in the research among Spanish documents.
By "assisted'· I mean that he located and translated the documents under
review and wrote great letters about his research and his findings. Con-
clusions that he reached were included in his correspondence. Inglis stated
that he would find it very unlikely that Spaniards would pass through
French New Orleans in the mid-1720s on their way to the Los Adaes
presidio, which had been established to front the French and defend the
Spanish frontier against them. He goes on to say:
France and Spain were celebrating an uneasy truce at the
time. France had lost its position of dominant influence in the
Spanish court, especially after Jose de Patino came to power
as the first minister in J726. To have entered Texas via French
Louisiana would have been a very suspicious move, and one
which would have generated numerous documents in an effort
to clarify the situation. Actually, the logical approach for
anyone from Spain - if indeed they did come from Spain -
would have been via Havana to Vera Cruz and hence north-
ward going overland. This is somewhat the route of the Canary
Islanders in 1731 (And I might add that the Canary Island pro-
ject produced over a thousand pages of documents that are
in the Archivo General de Indias.).7
I am afraid that I have said more about what I believe did not hap-
pen than what did happen. I feel that if someone creates a vacuum -
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which both nature and scholars abhor - then it is up to him to at least
attempt to put something in the cavity. Apologetically I can offer the
frailest sort of hypothesis, but one that is based on the universal folkloric
phenomenon of legendary blending.
The supposition is that the Y'Barbo legend is the result of a blending
of Spanish and French legends that eventually became as confused
historically as most legends become. In spite of aggressive Spanish and
French governmental stances, the soldiers and settlers of Los Adaes and
Natchitoches probably enjoyed a friendly intercourse, social and other-
wise, that would have offered ample opportunity for an exchange of both
legends and genes. The tales the French told of their coming to the New
World accurately included stories of their landing at New Orleans and
voyaging up the Mississippi and Red rivers to the fort of Natchitoches,
twelve miles east of Los Adaes. During the eighteenth century the French
continued to arrive from the Old World at New Orleans, and after the
Louisiana Purchase in 1803, a natural route for settlers and adventurers
entering East Texas was through New Orleans and up the big rivers. Even-
tually some of the Spanish had been there so long that they forgot their
ancestors' long trek on the Camino Real from Mexico and began to
remember with some of their neighbors and in-laws that they came up
the big rivers from New Orleans. It was a natural confusion, and after
all, that route was the most logical and most used route to their part of
the New World. Thus, through generations of cultural blending, this New
Orleans immigration story became a part of Y'Barbo family legend -
as well as of the Arriola, Montes, and Luna families - and later worked
its way into history. When the real past is forgotten a new past will be
created.
Y'Barbos, as well as many descendants of other Spanish settler
families, are still scattered along the Camino Real in East Texas and
western Louisiana. Many in Louisiana spell and pronounce their name
Ebarb. In East Texas some call the name Wy-Barbo; some E-Barbo. Some
are dark complected; one of Gil Y'Barbo's contemporaries stated that he
was a mulatto. A Most are as light as their Anglo neighbors. My Wy'Barbo
student was a honey blonde. Some Nacogdoches Spanish are still cir-
culating the New Orleans legend. Ross Pantalion of Swift, during a re-
cent discussion of his family's origin, said, HI don't know where Daddy's
family came from but Mama's family [She was a Y'Barbo.] came straight
from Spain to New Orleans and then to Natchitoches." It's a good story
and will continue to satisfy the curiosity of the Nacogdoches "Spanish"
about their beginnings. I only hope that some scholar will in his academic
peregrinations among musty Spanish archives find accurate records of the
beginnings of the Spanish in East Texas and satisfy mine.
NOTES
'R.B. Blake Collection, S.F.A Special Collection LXVII, pp. 102-103.
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lMattie Alice Austin, "The Municipal Government of San Fernando de Bexar,
1730-1800," The Quarterly of the Texas State Historical Association, VII. p. 284.
lFor a brief history of the East Texas missions, see Father Marion A. Habig, "Spain
in Texas, East Texas Area - Part II," El Companario (June, 1971), II, pp. 1-5. This is
a publication of Texas Old Missions and Forst Restoration Association.
4Eleanor Claire Buckley, "The Aguayo Expedition into Texas and Louisiana, 1719-1722,"
The Quarterly of the Texas State Historical Association, XV, No. I (July, 1911), p. 24.
'Don luan Antonio de la Pena, "Pena's Diary of the Aguayo Expedition," Rev. Peter
Forrestal, trans., Preliminary Studies of the Texas Catholic Historical Society (January, 1935),
II, p. 57.
'Buckley, "The Aguayo Expedition," p. 27.
'G. Douglas Inglis to F,E. Abernethy, September 7, )982.
·Herbert E. Bolton, Texas in the Middle Eighteenth Century, (New York, 1%2), p. 388.
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EAST TEXAS COLLOQUY
Dr. Frank Smyrl
The University of Texas at Tyler
Dr. Richard Bailey
San Jacinto College North, Houston
Lincoln King
Gary High School, Gary, Texas
Every Sun That Rises: Wyatt Moore
of Caddo Lake
2-Year Institution
Best Book
Secondary School
The Association held its annual meeting in Nacogdoches on September
19-20, 1986. For the first time a Friday afternoon session was held, and
it was most successful, attracting an audience of fifty persons. Also, a
new feature was a Friday evening banquet which proved equally successful
with an attendance exceeding 100 persons. Country music historian Bill
Malone of Tulane University presented a musical program with the
assistance of his wife, Bobbie Malone. Following the banquet the Associa-
tion attended a reception at the Blount House, the headquarters of the
Nacogdoches County Chamber of Commerce.
All Saturday sessions were held in the Ramada Inn, including the lun-
cheon and business session. President Jewel Cates presided at the business
meeting. New officers elected include Joe L. White, director of the East
Texas Oil Museum, President; Mrs. Virginia Long, also of Kilgore, First
Vice President; and Gwin Morris of Baylor University, Dallas, Second
Vice President. Mrs. Gladys Meisenheimer of Jefferson, Bill O'Neal of
Panola Junior College, Carthage, and Naaman Woodland, Lamar Univer-
sity, Beaumont, were elected to three-year terms on the Board of Directors.
The Ottis Lock Endowment Awards were also presented at the lun-
cheon. This year they went to:
Excellence in Teaching
4-year Institution
Scholarship
Research Grants
Jeuy Allen Simpson, The University of
Texas at Tyler, working toward
his master's degree in History
Bill OINeal
Panola Junior College
Dianna Church
Richardson, Texas
Randolph B. Campbell
North Texas State University
David V. Stroud
Kilgore College
Paul D. Lack
McMurry College
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New Fellows of the Association announced at the meeting include
Dr. Donnan Winfrey, State Librarian, and Dr. F.E. Abernethy, of Stephen
F. Austin State University. Dr. Donald W. Whisenhunt of Wayne State
College received the C.K. Chamberlain Award for the best article to ap-
pear in Volume XXIII.
Joe L. White of Kilgore, president of
the East Texas Historical Association for
1986-1987, is a native of Henderson, Texas.
He was educated in the public schools of
that city and at Kilgore College and
Stephen F. Austin State University where
he earned bachelor's and master's degrees
in history. He has taught at Kilgore Col-
lege since 1971 and served as director of the
East Texas Oil Museum since it was
founded in 1980.
White was charter president of the
Kilgore Kiwanis Club and serves on the
board of 51. Luke's United Methodist
Church. He is a member of the Kilgore City Commission, and has
worked with such organizations as the Salvation Army, the American
Heart Association, and the American Cancer Society. He and his wife
are the parents of a daughter, Donna Kemp White.
The Association will hold its Spring 1987 meeting in Marshall on
February 20-21. We are hosted by East Texas Baptist University, and Seth
Walton is the chair of the Program Committee. A highlight of the meeting
will be the presentation of the Ralph W. Steen Award and the Lucille Terry
Historical Preservation Award. For details, contact the East Texas
Historical Association, Box 6223, SFA Station, Nacogdoches, Texas
75962.
The Texas State Historical Association will hold its annual meeting
in Galveston on March 5-7. The meeting will headquarter at the San Luis
Hotel. For details, contact Texas State Historical Association, 2/306 Sid
Richardson Hall, Austin, Texas 78712.
The Texas Historical Commission has announced the T.R. Fehren-
bach Publications Contest. The contest, which honors a leading historian
of Texas. and a member of the THe, encourages original research and
publication of material that preserves, records, and recounts the prehistory
and history of Texas. It is open to any publication on Texas history pro-
vided that it is based on original research. For details contact the Texas
Historical Commission, P.O. Box 12276, Austin. Texas 78711.
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BOOKNOTES
If nothing else, the Sesquicentennial stimulated the publication of Tex-
ana. A great many more books came OUT way for review and noting than
we can accommodate immediately, so it is hoped that writers and
publishers will be patient as we work our way through the stacks. The
following are some items we think OUf readers will find of particular in-
terest most immediately.
The Texas Alamanc, Mike Kingston, editor. (The Dallas Morning
News, Communications Center, Dallas, Texas 75265), 1986. No Texan
can be truly informed about his state without a current copy of the
Alamanc, edited by Association director Mike Kingston. The 1986-1987
edition is especially devoted to the Sesquicentennial.
The Great State Fair of Texas by Nancy Wiley (Taylor Publishing
Company, 1550 West Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, TX 75235; $24.95), con-
tains an interesting narrative history of the fair and a foreward by noted
Dallas historian A'.C. Greene. The book is amply illustrated. It com-
memorates the enlarged fair in honor of the Sesquicentennial and will
become a souvenir of the event.
The 50 Best Books on Texas by A.C. Greene (Pressworks Publishing
Co. ~ Dallas, Texas), is just that: a listing of the books Greene considers
the best on our state, with comments on each. He states: "I boldly sub-
mit my choice for Texas' 50 best books. And, outraged or in agreement9
give you leave to make your own:' The list grew from a request by
Pressworks Publishing to provide a list for a series on Texas Letters.
Best Editorial Cartoons of the Year 1986 Edition, edited by Charles
Brooks (Pelican Publishing Company, P.O. Box 189, Gretna, LA 70053;
$9.95), is another presentation of "bests'" this time cartoons collected
over the year. They are organized in approximately thirty topics, including
AIDS, SDI, Congress, etc.
Susanna of the Alamo. A True Story by John Jakes (Gulliver Books,
Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, 1250 Sixth Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101;
$13.95), is a juvenile book written by one of America's foremost
storytellers. It focuses on Susanna Dickinson, wife of artillerist Almeron
Dickinson. Bacon's illustrations add a special dimension.
The Texas Cowboy by the Texas Cowboy Artists Association, text
by Donald Worcester, and an introduction by Elmer Kelton, (Texas Chris-
tian University Press, Fort Worth, Texas 76129; $50.00), is a Sesquicenten-
nial project of the TeA. "In painting, drawing, pastel, and bronze, the
art of this book demonstrates that indeed the cowboy of today is alive
and well. even proud of his link to the historic cowboy of the past," a
quotation from the press, is an accurate statement of the book.
Ace Reid: Cowpoke by John R. Erickson (Maverick Books, Box 549,
Perryton, Texas 79070; $15.95), is another book about cowboys, but a
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different kind. While some of Reid's cartoons are presented, this is really
a book about Reid himself, written with the cooperation of the principal
subject.
Newton County Nuggets: A Collection of Stories by Newton Coun-
ty Folk, compiled by Pauline Hines, (Eakin Press. P.O. Box 23066, Austin,
TX 78735), is another Sesquicentennial project, this time by the Newton
County Historical Commission. It is filled with stories and remembrances
of numerous Newton County folks, sites, and events.
RoJi CaJI at the Alamo, by Phil Rosenthal and Bill Groneman (The
Old Army Press~ P.O. Box 2243, Ft. Collins, CO 80522; $37.50), is more
than a list of participants. This slender volume contains narratives on such
topics as the siege and the death of David Crockett, and a compendium
of statistical and demographic information about the participants.
Great Texas Christmas Legends and Secrets of Silver Valley, both
by Zeno Zeplin (Nel-Mar Enterprises, P.O. Box 1138, Wimberley, Texas
78676; $7.95 each), are also Sesquicentennial publications. The first con-
tains five Christmas stories, and the latter is a tribute to the Hispanic in-
fluence in Texas history. The author's plan is to craft stories that will in-
spire rereading by the entire family at every Christmas.
A Lady and A Lone Star Flag. The Story of Joanna Troutman by
Henry David Pope (A Lady & A Lone Star Flag, 1408 Comanche Ct..
Arlington, TX 76012), is a Sesquicentennial republication of a centennial
commemorative. the story of the creator of one of the early Texas flags.
South by Southwest. 24 Short Stories Prom Modern Texas edited by
Don Graham (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX
78713; $22.50), is a presentation, as its title suggests, of short stories. It
is justified, the press assets, to have a collection of only Texas stories
because Texas "is a region unto itsel f. " The work of such notable writers
as William Humphrey, William Owens, Bill Brett, A.C. Greene, and Larry
McMurtry is included in the collection.
The Indians of Texas: An Annotated Research Bibliography by
Michael L. Tate (Scarecrow Press, P.O. Box 4167, Metuchen, NJ 08840;
$52.50), contains nearly 500 pages of references to its subject, plus an ex-
cellent index.
Texas by Mary Austin Holley (Texas State Historical Association
2/306 Sid Richardson Hall, Austin, Texas 78712), represents one of the
real services of the Texas State Historical Association, namely the reprint-
ing of important publications. This is the sixth installment in the Fred
H. and Ella Mae Moore Texas History Reprint Series, and is one of the
best in my view. It is a wonderful description of Texas in 1836.
Tales of the Big Thicket edited by Francis E. Abernethy (University
of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713), is another good ser-
vice of the University of Texas Press. Abernethy's book, originally pub-
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lished in 1967, is a fundamental starting point for any who would know
the Thicket.
The Maverick Guide to Australia, by Robert W. Bone (Pelican
Publishing Company, 1101 Monroe Street, Gretna, LA 70053), may come
a bit late for some Texans in this year of Sesquicentennial exchange with
South Australia's Jubilee 150, but this writer had the opportunity to use
this book on a visit to Australia and can testify that it was of tremendous
value. While there I hardly had time to consult it, but I do give it an
endorsement.
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Restoring Texas. Raiford Stripling's Life and Architecture. By Michael
McCullar. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station,
TX 77843), 1985. Photographs. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 161.
$29.95.
This is an engaging life story of a man who is truly an East Texan,
by birth, by lineage, by choice; a Son of the Republic of Texas, a Knight
of San Jacinto. The publication provides ample evidence that because
Raiford Stripling's accomplishments in the field of preservation encom-
pass more than historic sites and structures in East Texas all Texans are
indebted to him for his perserverance, skill, and innovative approaches
in saving so much of Texas' past for us and future generations.
Michael McCullar's book has been well researched and well
developed. Raiford's personal life and the specific Texas landmarks he
restored are each accorded sufficient discussion and photo coverage to
please the professional as well as the lay reader without either becoming
bored.
Persons who would read this book in advance of visiting the many
historic shrines restored by Stripling. such as Mission Espiritu Santo and
Presidio La Bahia, would learn of their significance to Texas history and
would appreciate more the dedication of the restoration architect in over-
coming the frustrations caused by apathy, financial, material, and labor
limitatioos.
One of McCullar's objectives beyond recording the story of this
singular man is that the objective of giving encouragement to the public
and the fledgling architect that historic preservation can be done, in spite
of roadblocks, has been very adequately accomplished.
Charles K. Phillips
Nacogdoches, Texas
Texas Baptist Leadership and Social Christianity, 1900-1980. By John W.
Storey. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station,
TX 77843-4354), 1986. Photographs. Index. P. 236. $22.50.
A major thesis of Storey's book, which he supports quite adequate·
Iy, states that Texas Baptists developed a social conscience and con-
sciousness that has been largely ignored by those writing on social
manifestations in American Christianity.
Storey identifies four bases of influence within Texas Baptist life: The
Baptist Standard, the highly circulated weekly newspaper published in
Dallas; pastors of large urban congregations. many of whom have had
national notoriety; full-time executives in the Baptist General Convention
of Texas bureaucracy. particularly highlighting the Christian Life Com-
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mission; and professors at Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary in
Fort Worth.
The book details the contributions of such notable personalities as
T.B. Maston, retired ethics professor at Southwestern; Foy Valentine, retir-
ing executive of the Southern Baptist Christian Life Commission; Joseph
M. Dawson, Texas pastor and national leader in religious liberty causes;
and J. Frank Norris, perennial thorn in the flesh of almost every other
person mentioned in Storey's chronicle.
The reader will be assured that Texas Baptists formed a social Chris-
tianity from a base of theological conservatism. Their roots have not
automatically associated social ethics with theological liberalism.
Storey describes Norris and his post-World War I fundamentalism
doing battle with Dawson, George W. Truett of Dallas, and B.H. Carroll,
founder of Southwestern and first president of the school. This is as fine
a presentation in concise form as I have seen in print on Norris.
Just over half of the writing comprises a history of the Texas Baptist
Christian Life Commission. Storey cogently indicates the distinctions in
leadership style of the various individuals who have directed that key
denominational agency.
The author discusses the critiques of Samuel S. Hill, Jr. and John
Lee Eighmy, along with others, with some corrections of the common
perception of Baptists' social witness. A brief presentation of a few Texas
personalities who loom large in the current S.B.C. controversy adds to
the merit of the volume.
Storey has footnoted well with both bibliographical and explanatory
material. A bibliographical note of two and one-half pages concludes the
book rather than a formal bibliography. Therein the reader finds a helpful
window on Storey's research methodology.
Jerry Self
Tennessee Baptist Convention
Castro's Colony. Empresario Development in Texas, 1843-1865. By Bobby
D. Weaver. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station,
TX 77843), 1985. Photographs. Maps. Bibliography. Index. P. 158.
Bobby D. Weaver proposed to examine the background, founding,
and daily life in the Castro Colony. He also aimed to show the relation-
ship of this colony to early Texas history, and to the Peters Colony in
northeast Texas and the German settlements at New Braunfels and
Fredericksburg. The author admirably achieved his goals.
Weaver's exhaustive research fully utilized available sources, and his
work significantly contributes to the literature on early Texas. In organiza-
tion and presentation, the author skillfully leads the reader through the
story while maintaining interest to the end.
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Henri Castro, at ease in the salons of Paris and of Europe, adapted
to the harsh frontier existence where his colony was established in what
is now Medina County just west of San Antonio. He spoke excellent
English along with the diverse languages of his colonists. His command-
ing presence and oratorical skills helped him quell discontent and near
riots among his settlers.
Castro's grants at one time extended to the Rio Grande t but the set-
tlements of Castroville, Quihi t Dhanis t and Vandenburg were his
monuments to success. The empresario transported some 2,100 colonists
to Texas from 1843 to 1847, although only about 600 settlers remained
in his colony when the grant expired in 1847. Castro died in Monterrey,
Mexico, in 1862, and was buried there.
William W. White
Seguin, Texas
Ima Hogg The Governor's Daughter. By Virginia Bernhard. (Texas
Monthly Press t P.O. Box 15691 Austin. Texas. 78767), 1984.
Photographs. Sources. Index. P. 144. $18.95.
Ima Hogg is a delightful book on the life of the only daughter of Gover-
nor James S. Hogg. Miss Hogg is introduced as a ninety-three year old
woman in London who faUst is injured, and within a few days dies as a
result of these injuries. The author then proceeds to deal with Ima Hogg's
personality. ability to persuade t and her accomplishments.
Most of the book deals with the accomplishments of this unusual
woman. Known as the Grand Dame of Texas, Ima Hogg was a foremost
collector of American antiques, surpassing many East Coast collectorst
a collection which she gave to the Houston Museum of Fine Arts and to
the city of Houston, in her museum home, Bayou Bendt at River Oaks.
Some of the most interesting aspects of this book were the unusual and
often amusing stories of her acquisition of these antiques. Also, her historic
preservation of WinedaJe, an old German community in the Hill Coun-
try, is discussed. Other than history, her contributions to music (the
Houston Symphony) and to mental health in the establishment of the Hogg
Foundation for Mental Health are of great importance to Texas. The ac·
tive social life resulting from all these interests kept her constantly busy,
and t therefore, young.
Of great value to historians, the book includes much about the Hogg
family and would be useful as a source especially in a study of James S.
Hogg and his other three children, all sons. The devotion to her father shows
as Ima constantly defends him and his memory until the day she died.
This devotion was not healthy, perhaps, because of the bouts she had with
depression after his death. Very interesting information is given on the
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Hogg fortune, how they acquired it~ how it was distributed among the
children, and how they gave it away.
Virginia Bernhard's interest in Ima Hogg as a collector of American
antiques was the catalyst for this work. She oftentimes repeats many of
the spectacular contributions of Miss Hogg throughout the book. If, in fact,
this was intentional, I will say reading it so many times helped me to re-
member and appreciate all the things Ima Hogg did for Texans. Of greatest
interest to me was the new source material she was able to use, but which
is not available yet to those interested in researching the Hogg family. Hav-
ing these sources gave her an edge on other articles and books on this family.
Linda Cross
Tyler Junior College
Voyages of the Steamboat Yellow Stone. By Donald Jackson. (Ticknor
& Fields. 52 Vanderbilt Avenue~ New York, NY 10017), 1985.
Photographs. Notes. Maps. Appendices. Index. P. 192. $16.95.
The steamboat Yellow Stone began its career in 51. Louis in April
1831 with the American Fur Company. Used to transport trading parties
and goods, the boat worked its way up the Missouri River further than
any steamboat had gone before. reaching beyond the mouth of the
Yellowstone River in the summer of 1832. The boat was sold by the
American Fur Company and worked the Mississippi River until December
1835 when it steamed from New Orleans to Galveston carrying
volunteers in the growing struggle by Texian colonists against the Mex-
ican government. The vessel entered Texas myth and legend when it was
commandeered by Sam Houston to help ferry troops across the Brazos
River before the Battle of San Jacinto. In December 1836 the steamboat
carried the body of Stephen F. Austin down the Brazos to his first resting
place at Peach Point Plantation. Less than a year later the vessel disap-
peared from history.
Donald Jackson's account of the Yellow Stone is an interesting ac-
count of early nineteenth-century high tech. His detailed description of
the vessel and of steamboating in general are of particular value to anyone
interested in the history of transportation. He also uses the Ye/low Stone
for what it was, a stage upon and around which played many minor and
some major figures in the history of Western expansion, Pierre Chouteau,
Jr., George Catlin, William Clark, Washington [rving~ Sam Houston~San-
ta Anna, and Stephan F. Austin.
The book is a worthwhile addition to any collection dealing with the
West or the history of transportation, and though only one fourth of the
book deals with Texas, Voyages of the Steamboat Yellow Stone is also
a worthwhile addition to any serious collection of Texana.
Ron SpilJer
Nacogdoches, Texas
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Charles DeMorse: Pioneer Statesman and Father of Texas Journalism.
By Ernest Wallace. (The Wright Press, Box 94, Paris, TX 75460),
1985. Maps. Photographs. Bibliography. Index. P. 237.
This reprint of a 1943 biography by a former Texas State Historical
Association president, then Horn Professor of history at Texas Tech, will
make available to many Texans information they otherwise might not have
known about one of the state's most important figures of the nineteenth
century.
Charles DeMorse (changed from Charles D. Morse by a quirk of fate)
has been called the father of the Democratic Party in Texas as well as
the father of the Texas press - he was the first president of the Texas
Press & Editorial Association.
A veteran of San Jacinto and a brigadier in the Civil War, he is less
well known as a major author of the constitution under which we still
operate and as the runner-up to Richard Coke for the gubernatorial
nomination in 1873.
DeMorse's reputation rests largely, however, upon the integrity and
insight he brought to public affairs as editor and publisher of the
Clarksville Northern Standard. In that capacity he practiced a professional
creed to which some former ink-stained wretches wish more of today's
press would adhere (pages 23-24).
In hindsight, Wallace probably would like to have this putt back, as
golf telecasters like to say. For example, later scholarship belies his state-
ment that the Standard was' 'the only paper of importance in North and
Northeast Texas," and the author undoubtedly would like to reevaluate
itt for instance, against die Marshall Texas Republican and San Augustine
Red Lander. But then what historiographer would not like to do a rewrite
forty-two years later.
That said, this is a solid piece of research and documentation. It
deserves a place on the shelf of any Texan with an interest in journalism,
politics, and government, and The Wright Press is to be congratulated
for this re-issue of a work long out of print.
Max S. Lale
Marshall and Fort Worth
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Liberty, Liberty County, and the Atascosita District. By Miriam Partlow.
(Jenkins Publishing Co., Box 2085, Austin, TX 78768), 1974. Maps.
Notes. Appendices. Bibliography. Index. P. 369. $14.95.
and
The Handbook of Commerce, Texas 1872-1985. Friends of the Commerce
Public Library. (Henington Publishing Co., Wolfe City, TX 75496),
1985. P. 172.
The Atascosito District of southeast Texas boasts a truly varied and
significant past. Settled originally as a Spanish outpost in 1756, Atascosito
became the administrative center for a district encompassing most of
southeast Texas. The town was moved a few miles southwest from its
original site to a location on the Trinity River in 1831 and renamed Liber-
ty by settlers from the United States. In the years following the Texas
Revolution, ten counties, including Liberty, were created from this district.
Partlow gives more space to the Atascosito District in general than to the
county or the town of Liberty; thus her book is as much a regional as
a county or municipal history.
Liberty, Liberty County. and the Atascosito District is highly infor-
mative, documenting the stories of people and events as varied as the
Napoleonic veterans who established a short-lived colony at Champ
D'AsiIe on the Trinity in 1818, the Anahuac disturbances of 1832, the
origin of Anglo-American cattle ranching in Texas, and the Spindletop
oil strike. And, as a bonus, it is extremely useful too because the author
included original materials such as the 1826 Atascosito District census,
lists of county government officials, and the muster rolls of Confederate
companies raised in the area. Partlow's book is both a historical study
and a resource in itself.
The Handbook of Commerce, Texas 19872-1985 is a product of the
local history collection at the Commerce Public Library. Most of its en-
tries were submitted voluntarily, and therefore some families and some as-
pects of the town's life received a good deal more attention than did others.
A few entries are so brief and incomplete as to be of little value, but many
are interesting and informative. Entries on the various churches, for exam-
ple, contain valuable detail on that aspect of the town's life. Others, taken
together, tell the story of significant changes. For example, the
autobiographical entry by A.C. Williams, a black educator, describes how
he had to leave Commerce in the late 1920s to pursue schooling beyond
the elementary level because the town had no black high school and Negroes
were not pennitted at East Texas State. James Conrad's entry on integra-
tion shows how the barriers faced by Williams came down during the 19605.
The Friends of the Commerce Public Library are to be commended for
their interest in their community'S history and their efforts to preserve it.
Randolph B. Campbell
North Texas State University
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Indians~ Cattle, Ships. and Oil: The Story of W.M.D. Lee. By Donald
F. Schofield. University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX
78713), 1985. Index. Bibliography. Notes. P. 205.
W.M.D. Lee was the sort of man who usually escapes the notice of
historians. Though moderately successful as a cattleman, he was no Charles
Goodnight. He promoted visionary development schemes to no immediate
personal advantage. When other men were making grander fortunes in
Texas oil, he was drilling dry holes and marginal producers. He robbed
no banks. He was not an obvious candidate for a biography.
After years of diligent digging, Donald F. Schofield has discovered
the real merit of Lee: he is a classic example of the middling sort of per-
son who finally prospered because he always kept his eye on ~'the main
chance." Whatever the obstacles, Lee seized every opportunity he saw and
did whatever it took to turn a dollar. He amassed a small fortune ped-
dling rifles, whiskey, and other goods to Indians, after paying the con-
ventional bribes to federal officials. He used capital from these ventures
to build a small Panhandle cattle empire. Thereafter he moved to southeast
Texas to speculate in real estate and oil. His fortune was finally made in
the West Columbia field, where he held a lease that offset an early mam-
moth well.
In all of these ventures, Lee always threw himself into the chase. He
thrived on horse-trading, promotion, and risk-taking. The author has given
us a memorable character, the sort of "true Texan" that Texas Monthly
has been tracking for more than a decade. -In all, however, Lee was
somewhat less remarkable than Schofield made him out to be. He was
certainly not the first oil man who stopped drilling to extract damaged
pipe, nor was he the first to run casing and pack shallow wells. It is also
hard to credit him with the sort of prescience the author grants him: "As
was probably expected, the first well came in dry ..." (p. 129) Lee ac-
tually seems to have been an unexceptional small independent who
drilled randomly on the basis of hunches, none of them top quality. His
final success, as a royaly owner, was more the result of his inclina-
tion to follow oil field action and speculate on its outcome than of either
intelligence or skill. For this reason, he is more representative of early
Texas oil men than industry titans such as J.S. Cullinan.
This brief book will appeal to readers and collectors of Texana. Three
full chapters deal with land promotions and oil ventures in East Texas
and are thus of special interest to historians of this region. The whole
volume is carefully documented and well written.
Roger M. Olien
The University of Texas-Permian Basin
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The Forgotten Cattle King. By Benton R. White. (Texas A&M University
Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843), 1986. Photographs.
Maps. Bibliography. Index. P. 138. $14.95.
Los Mestenos. Spanish Ranching in Texas, 1721-1821. By Jack Jackson.
(Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843),
1986. Illustrations. Appendices. Bibliography. Index. P. 704. $34.50.
Western cattlemen, cowboys, and the cattle industry continue to at-
tract writers and the reading public as subjects for serious study. These
significant books on Fountain Goodlet Oxsheer and Spanish ranching in
Texas attest to the continuing interest.
After the Civil War, F.G. Oxsheer, the forgotten cattle king, built
a ranching empire that stretched through the Southwest from Oklahoma
and West Texas across the Rio Grande to Chihuahua. On eighteen large
ranches he grazed stock that in 1915 cowboys counted by the tens of
thousands. Depressed cattle prices and unrelenting drought in the 1910s
and 1920s reduced much of his huge domain in the period before his death
in 1931. A typical nineteenth-century cattleman, who included among his
friends C.C. Slaughter, Amon Carter, and Sid Richardson, Oxsheer kept
much of his business in his head, thus making the writing of his biography
no easy task. The book is a study in praise of its subject.
Los Mestenos is a thorough, lengthy study that treats the Spanish-
Texas ranching industry through a century after 1721. It is based solidly
on Spanish records, particularly the Bexar Archives at the University of
Texas, but traditional t and respected, secondary sources are not ignored.
In the long and sometimes heated controversy among Texas scholars con-
cerning the background of the Texas and western ranching industry the
book represents a convincing argument for Spanish, as opposed to Anglo,
antecedents in the Southwest. The author, a free-lance writer and artist,
has included many fine drawings. He has also shown meticulous skill in
tracing the introduction of the first herds, the conflicts over cattle owner-
ship, the emergence of dynastic ranches, the attempts of colonial
authorities to regulate ranching, and the celebrated "Big Roundup" in
1787.
Although they represent scholarly endeavors. the books emphasize
narrative form over analysis. They are vividly written, however, and
deserve a wide reading, for both are carefully designed and thoughtfully
crafted.
Paul H. Carlson
Texas Tech University
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Texas: A Literary Portrait. By Don Graham. (Corona Publishing Co.,
San Antonio. Texas, 78205), 1985. Illustrations. Notes. Bibliography.
Index. P. 243.
Don Graham is instructor of Life and Literature of the Southwest
at the University of Texas at Austin. He is the author of Cowboys and
CadiJ1acs: How Hollywood Looks at Texas. His most recent book, Texas:
A Literary Portrait, discussed the way Texas is portrayed in literature.
The book is divided into geographical regions: East Texas, the Gulf
Coast, the border, West Texas, and Urban Texas. Graham shows how
literature either misrepresents the true image of Texas or has combined
truths and half-truths about the Lone Star State.
Graham's work combines excerpts from fifty well-known authors and
gives an impressionistic view of Texas through the eyes of both fiction
and non-fiction writers. Obviously a lot of time and work went into its
completion, but the book lacks cohesiveness in its overall statement.
Considering the topic of Graham's book is not an easy one to begin
with, it is quite understandable that its construction lacks differentiation
between one region to the next and the myth and realities of each region.
In conclusion, Texas: A Literary Portrait, is a good overview of the
mythical ideas regarding Texas that have developed in Texas literature.
It also gives some truths to help clear up these myths. For the average
reader, however, the book taxes the reader's patience and is, at times,
hard to follow.
Thomas Stroud
Nurnberg, West Germany
Warning: Writer at Work: The Best CoJ1ectibles ofLarry King. By Larry
L. King. (Texas Christian University Press, 1985. Distributed through
Texas A&M University Press. Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843),
1985. Illustrations. P. 287.
King's work is a journey back in time to when life in a small West
Texas town was the land of Oz to a small boy. The majority of the work
deals with King's recollection of yesteryear, "Texas style." In all of the
stories, a subtheme is racial tension. King's view is that Texas and most
Southerners mistreated blacks in the 1940s and 1950s. Even as a youth
King was an anthesis to this ideology and often questioned it. Additionally,
he shows how the death of small Texas towns ended an era of "Little
House on the Prairie" ideals. This death is a normal progress toward an
industrial state.
The people who shaped King's view of Texas also shaped the world
view of the state. King admits that Texans are a rare breed of people
because of their pride and tradition. Even though King lives in Washington,
his roots are cemented in the West Texas theology. The benefit of his work
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is two-fold: we know how Larry King's past made the man; but more im-
portantly, we see why Texans have their "Texas unity" even if they live
in New York.
Thomas Guth
Nacogdoches, Texas
The Good Old Boys. By Elmer Kelton. Afterward by Don Graham. (Texas
Christian University Press, Fort Worth, TX 76129), 1985. P. 257.
$16.95.
Recently one-hundred members of the Western Writers of America
- real, working, well-read professionals - picked a list of twenty-six
"Best Western Novels." Elmer Kelton appeared on a list which includes
such names as Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Jack Schaefer, Conrad Richter,
and A.B. Guthrie Jr. In fact, two of Kelton's books are listed: The Time
It Never Rained (also reprinted by TCU) and The Day the Cowboys Quit.
The Good Old Boys, as Don Graham states in his "Afterward," certain-
ly merits a critical evaluation as high if not higher than these earlier works.
I would plead that case. In fact, The Good Old Boys may be the real Shane.
Unlike Schaefer's Shane, Hewey Calloway is not a paranoid,
mythical, larger-than-life gunslinger escaping an unnamed set of cir-
cumstances. KeJtonts hero is an over sentimental naif who has had the
misfortune/fortune of cowboying through an era when most cowpunchers
have roped a piece of real estate upon which to culture their dreams.
Heweyt wanting to rest a bit from the trail, drops by to see his brother
and sister-in-law, Walter and Eve, and their two boys. Hewey's lack of
social grace doesn't bother him although he tries to steer clear of Walter's
outspoken, household-driving wife, Eve. At times a pitiable comic misfit,
Hewey is also a heroic and morally straight arbiter of all not right with
a Southwest growing up. Like the Virginian, he is timid from inexperience
with I 'saintly" ladies, but displays a horizon-wide ego when asked to ride
a street more befitting cowboys than gentlemen. Hewey is an anachronism
who thinks in mythic proportions. This land is his land; he has earned
it by riding its breadth and width.
Kelton's story has a wonderfully divided point of view. ('Fun," pure
and simple, is a staple to Hewey's way of life. From the respectable side
of the street, Hewey is a neter-do-well, always jumping without thinking.
always bringing black clouds to hover over respectables who indulge him.
But from Hewey's side of the saddle (the topside, where the person rides
the horse), his brother and farmer neighbors seem laborers who won't
take the time to smell the sagebrush.
Unlike Shane, Hewey is no fancy-Dan who knows the style of Eastern
ladies' apparel: "They was wearin' dresses ... If they hadn't been,
I reckon rd of noticed." But like Shane, when called upon to give up
his free way of life to protect what is dear and moral, he willingly plunges
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in "to give ler hell." And so the conflict: Walter, funning with Hewey,
is injured. Now the good old boy is the only force between the bank and
the life for which Walter and Eve have sweated. Responsibility stomps
hard and sudden. The anachronism must face the world of the automobile
and the mortgage. The noose tightens quickly on the new cowboy bread-
winner. Like the Virginian, Hewey even has a schoolteacher friend with
marriage on her mind.
There are no non-characters in Kelton's novel. Not only that, the
weave of character, circumstance, conflict, love, prank, and cowboying
sometimes produces a canvas of words reminiscent of Russell, Seltzer, or
Remington. A bath in a stock tank, the plight of an aging cowboy drifter,
a runaway team pulling schoolmarm and cowboy friend, raising a wind-
mill with a team of mules, even digging postholes and scraping out an
earthen water tank provide the rustic realism expected by Kelton readers.
This is the kind of realism that escapes many of our' 'big name, smell-of-
gunsmoke" writers who pollute the term "Western" on the paperback
racks.
Does Hewey escape civilization? Manage to save the farm for Walter
and Eve'? Encourage Walter's older boy to escape the farm and study
automobiles in the big city? Serve time in the calaboose of the sheriff who
tracks him down? Marry or escape the schoolmarm? Remain true to his
trail-tried morality? . . . Kelton handles all this and more adeptly and
realistically.
And do Walter's sons follow Hewey over the hill pleading for his
mythic return? Well, even better than that! But the details of the climax
and denouement should be the property of the reader.
Kelton began the work while watching his own father die. He says
that "to help pass the long hours, I encouraged him to retell many of the
old stories I remembered from boyhood." Though "few ... of his stories
actually were incorporated into the novel, their infectious color and spirit
became the heart and soul of it." As Kelton's father did for young Elmer,
Hewey Calloway ushers Walter's older boy, Cotton, from the cowboy era
into a time of automobiles and electricity. Hewey is a much more realistic
anachronism than Shane. In fact, the good old boy is the real Shane.
This is a wonderful book. Also beautifully printed and bound. TCU
is again due a large measure of thanks. Here's hoping they will see fit
to republish The Day the Cowboys Quit to complete one of the finest
Western trilogies available - while the author is still living.
Lee Schultz
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Alamo Images: Changing Perspectives of a Texas Experience. By Susan
Prendergast Schoelwer. (DeGolyer Library and Southern Methodist
University Press, Dallas, TX 75275), 1985. Photographs. Maps. Il-
lustrations. Exhibition Checklist. Bibliography. Index. P. 223.
The battle of the Alamo is the most effectively illustrated myth in
American history. In lieu of the fact that there were no survivors among
its white male defenders, this violent and dramatic struggle appeals to our
emotions and gives us gallant, almost superhuman heroes. Because there
were no survivors, an enormous amount of the Alamo's history has been
based more upon conjecture and fantasy than upon verifiable evidence.
In this third volume of the DeGolyer Library Publications Series,
Susan Prendergast Schoelewer has put together an amazing compilation
of Alamo memorabilia, fact, and fantasy. This book was written in con-
junction with the exhibition of Alamo Images at the DeGolyer Library's
Fikes Hall of Special Collections at Southern Methodist University in
Dallas.
The Alamo has always existed in two different parts of our minds.
There is the one of historical fact and the one of our collective imagina-
tion. One Alamo was a mission and fortress and is now a shrine. The other
has become a cultural and political symbol. Attributes have a tendency
to represent different things to different people. Thus a historical and
sacred shrine has been used to sell rental cars, real estate, banking ser-
vices, dog food, "coonskin caps," and plastic Bowie knives. It has also
sold history and propaganda.
It is sometimes difficult to distinguish clearly between the Alamo of
fact and the Alamo of popular fancy. The author points out that although
an amazing body of historical and popular literature has been generated
on the battle, little serious attention has been devoted to it recently by
professional academic historians. One of the reasons is the Alamo is such
a popular historical topic. So much has been produced that there is little
left to cover. As a result the Alamo of our imagination has become domi-
nant and has attained a psychological importance in our national mind
that is greater than that of the historical Alamo and certainly more mean-
ingful to us than military victories such as San Jacinto. Consequently the
Alamo that we exhibit such a strong emotion for today has emerged from
a conglomeration of popular histories, novels, plays, poems, songs, pain-
tings, television programs, advertisements, and motion pictures.
A powerful mythical saga such as the story of the Alamo has the
tendency to be embraced by people and characterizes them, manifesting
common beliefs and cultural symbols. The story of the Alamo embraces
noble themes of courage, sacrifice, betrayal, and redemption. Its major
heroes - Travis, Bowie, and Crockett - have long ceased to be mere
mortals but have been transformed into legends.
Alamo Images is a superb book that offers a wide variety of sources
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dealing with the historical as well as mythical Alamo. It is a work that
is filled with virtually everything ever produced on the subject. The historic
documents, books, letters, photographs, and other sources explain the
story of the battle and its heroes, the story of the historical Alamo. At
the same time, the paintings, novels, movie memorabilia, iconographs,
and kitsch pieces help trace the evolution of the Alamo myth, the Alamo
of our collective imagination. Alamo Images is superb in revealing the
difference between these two equally important Alamos.
Mark Steven Choate
Nacogdoches, Texas
The Alamo and Other Texas Missions to Remember. By Nancy Haston
Foster. (Gulf Printing Co., P.O. Box 2608, Houston, TX 77(01),
1984. Photographs. Maps. Index. P. 88. $9.95.
This nicely designed guide book to Texas missions will prove of in-
terest to history buffs and tourists in the Lone Star state. Some historical
background is given for each of the nine missions still standing in Texas,
and additional resource material is suggested by the author. The emphasis
of the book, however, is not so much on history as on how the visitor
can get the most out of a visit to the missions. That is, of course, to be
expected in a guide book.
Clear directions are given on how to reach each mission. Nice maps
locate the missions, while diagrams assist the reader to understand the
original boundaries of the sprawling mission grounds. Information is also
provided on architectual styles and on efforts at restoration and ar-
cheological study. Since the missions are grouped by location - such as
San Antonio and El Paso - information is also provided on annual events
and festivities worth planning a visit around.
Although of no use to the serious historian, this attractive guide book
will undoubtedly find a ready market among tourists and local weekend
adventurers.
Paul Andrew Hutton
University of New Mexico
Walter Prescott Webb in Stephens County. By Mike Kingston. (Eakin
Press, P.O. Box 23066, Austin, TX 78735), 1985. Photographs.
Bibliography. Index. P. 87. $9.95.
In Walter Prescott Webb in Stephens County Mike Kingston, editor
of the Texas Almanac, has provided an in-depth look into the early life
of Walter Prescott Webb. Moving to Stephens County with his family
in 1892, Webb observed the peculiarities in this part of the Great Plains.
Listening to the tales of local residents, he learned how settlers had sur-
vived the challenge of this western environment, the women fighting 1n-
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dians and loneliness and the men struggling against the natural elements.
Moreover, he "got an education about life.~' (p. 35) In particular while
in Stephens County, he became acquainted with such people as Henry
Yandell Benedict, a future president of the University of Texas, Robert
Hefner, a future mayor of Oklahoma City, and William E. Hinds, his
benefactor in New York, who were instrumental in showing Webb his
strengths and weaknesses and in giving his ambitions direction.
In an easy-reading style, Kingston has contributed to the writings
about historian Walter Prescott Webb. By describing the life, environ-
ment, and history of Stephens County, he has revealed the countryside
where Webb "touched the hem of the garment of the real frontier." (p. iii)
Janet Schmelzer
Tarleton State University
tlPidge~"A Texas Ranger From Virginia, The Life and Letters ofLieute-
nant T.C. Robinson, Washington County Volunteer Militia Company
"A." By Chuck Parsons. (Henington Publishing Company, Wolfe
City, Texas), 1985. Photographs. Notes. Appendices. Bibliography.
Index. P. 147.
Virginian T.e. Robinson came to Texas after his romance with a
neighbor, Pidgie Mitchell, was thwarted by her brother Jesse. While ser-
ving as first lieutenant to the famous Texas Ranger captain, Leander H.
McNelly, Robinson wrote witty, observant letters for Austin newspapers
under the wistful pseudonym "Pidge." Robinson exuberantly described
his adventures against Sutton-Taylor feudists and Mexican border raiders~
then took leave to visit Virginia, where he was killed in a shootout with
Jesse Robinson.
Chuck Parsons, a resourceful researcher of Texas Rangers and gun-
fighters, has produced an unconventional volume about Robinson. The
book is primarily a reproduction of the amusing letters submitted by
"Pidge" during his Ranger service. There is little narrative~ although the
author has devoted one-fifth of the book to meticulously footnoting the
letters. Parsons has provided numerous new illustrations, although many
of the photos are dimly reproduced. "Pidge" is not meant for the general
reader, but students of Texas rangers or feuds will find this book a useful
research source.
Bill O'Neal
Panola Junior College
Buck Barry: Texas Ranger and Frontiersman. Edited by James K. Greer.
(University of Nebraska Press, 901 N. 17th, Lincoln, NE 65588), 1985.
Index. P. 254. $6.95.
When you spend the greater part of your life studying the American
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West t as I have, one thing you find out is that no matter what part of the
country you go to you'll find more unsung heroes than the story (or history!)
books could ever fit in. James Buckner Barry was one such man. As with
most men of his day he was versatile, whether doing duty as a Texas Ranger,
soldier in the Civil War, and sheriff, or serving as a legislator in the 1880s
in Texas. When he wasn't serving others he tried his hand at ranching and
stock farming, at which he was moderately successful. He wasn't Bowie
or Travis or Houston, just his own man, and that was what counted.
James K. Greer has done an excellent job of reconstructing Barry's
story through reminiscences and private papers. It reads just as well to-
day as when it was first published in 1932.
Jim Miller
Aurora, Colorado
The Trail to Ogallala. By Benjamin Capps. (Texas Christian University
Press, P.O. Box 30776, Fort Worth, TX 76129), 1985. P. 285. $16.95.
Benjamin Capps' The Trail to Ogallala is the latest number in the
Texas Tradition Series of the TeU Press. Readers familiar with the history
and literature of the range and trail will quickly realize that the author
owes much to the traditions of scores of old cattle drovers whose stories
comprise J. Marvin Hunter's Trail Drivers of Texas. Capps relies heavily
on this old classic to fashion his own characters and plot. The influence
of Andy Adams and J. Frank Dobie on the swiftly moving narrative also
are unmistakable and make this nove) sturdier and more authentic than
most popular Western fiction.
Although the action of the plot, punctuated here and there by
stampedes and river crossings, is fairly predictable, the underlying theme
of the book revolves around the elusive nature of leadership. When he
is denied the opportunity to boss the I-D connected herd to Nebraska from
South Texas~ Capps' main character, young Billy Scott, must stifle his
disappointment and anger until his opportunity finally comes. Scott slowly
matures on the drive until he finally understands that respect and leader-
ship must be earned. After the trail boss is killed during a harrowing night
stampede and the segundo, Blackie, proves an unworthy successor, Billy
Scott rises to the occasion and sees the drive to its destination.
The Trail to Ogallala provides an interesting counterpoint to the
recently released and more flamboyant trail epid Lonesome Dove by Larry
McMurtry. Capp's book is by far the shorter of the two both in pages
and plot. But like lean beef, the product will be more appealing to many
consumers. This new edition of the 1964 novel is accompanied by a new
forward by the author as well as an insightful afterward by Don Graham
which places Capp's effort within the context of the Western genre.
B. Byron Price
Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum
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If These WaIls Could Speak: Historic Forts of Texas. Paintings by J. U.
Salvant and text by Robert M. Utley. (University of Texas Press, Box
7819, Austin, Texas t 78713), 1985. Paintings and alphabetized
bibliography. P. 64.
Between 1849 and 1890 thirty-three forts were built on the frontier
of Texas to protect settlers from Indian raids and to patrol the boundary
with Mexico. Today only two, Fort Sam Houston at San Antonio, and
Fort Bliss at EI Paso, remain in service. The others have crumbled away,
in most cases taking their stories with them.
In this book J. U. Salvant and Robert M. Utley unite to give readers
an interesting, brief, and informative history of ten of these forts.
The book. with its 9Y2 x 11 pages, lends itself to Salvant's well-
researched paintings. Her examples of the different buildings found on
a fort go far to dispel the Hollywood image of a western fort.
Utley brings to life the stories of soldiers' lives in these forts in a very
readable fashion. From the camel experiment at Fort Lancaster to the nar-
row escape of General William Tecumseh Sherman from a Kiowa am-
bush near Fort Richardson, Utley succeeds in whetting the reader's ap-
petite for further study. There is a good bibliography of suggested readings
at the end of the book.
Richard Johnson
Jasper, Texas
Heads, Hides &' Horns The Compleat Buffalo Book. By Larry Barsness.
(Texas Christian University Press, Box 30783, Fort Worth. Texas
76129), 1985. Photographs. Illustrations. Notes. Selected
Bibliography. Index. P. 233. $40.00.
What exactly is pemican? The answer to this and other questions per-
taining to the buffalo can be found in Heads, Hides & Horns. Full of
facts on the lore and myths of the buffalo, the book is a well-researched
history of the animal's significant relationship with the land and people
of North America. Barsness describes the evolution of the American bison
and its characteristics. He concentrates on the buffalo's impact on man
- prehistoric, Indian, and European - and he shows how man utilized
the buffalo for food, clothing, shelter, and ceremony.
The Indian's social life and customs were dominated by their
dependence on the buffalo. The European used the buffalo as well, but
more for profit than for survival. Descriptions of buffalo hunting, many
from first-hand accounts, make one sense how easily the white man and
the Indian became addicted to the hunt itself. The demise of the buffalo,
and consequently the Indian culture, is narrated compassionately as is the
long delayed response of the white man to take steps to preserve the
buffalo.
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The book itself is attractive: Its pages are large (9x12), printed in dou-
ble columns, and filled with over one-hundred photographs and illustra-
tions by such artists as Charles M. Russell and Frederic Remington. The
artwork adds depth to his well-written descriptions. Barsness' references
are varied and range from the accounts of early Spanish and French ex-
plorers to modern conservationists. The book is ideal not only for the
casual reader but also for the serious one. Since it includes many anec-
dotes almost any reader is bound to find interesting details on the dif-
ferent aspects of buffalo lore and history. Barsness has succeeded in presen-
ting an overall informative, interesting, and complete book on the buf-
falo, and his book will be a desired addition to the shelf of anyone who
is a Western United States history buff. For the curious, pemican is dried
buffalo meat that has been pounded to small pieces and mixed with melted
buffalo tallow and marrow. The complete recipe is in the book.
Brian I. Bowles
Jasper, Texas
Buckskins, Bullets, and Business. A History ofBuffalo Bill's Wild West.
By Sarah J. Blackstone. (Greenwood Press, Box 5007, Westport, CT
06881), 1986. Photographs. Notes. Bibliographic Essay. Index. P.
197. $27.95.
The myth of the American West has come to us through many sources
such as dime novels, films, letters, brochures, etc. Perhaps no source,
however, has been as unique and successful as entertainment and myth-
maker as was Buffalo Bill Cody himself and his Wild West show.
Although Buffalo Bill and his show were anchored originally in fact,
both became exaggerations in an attempt to capture and maintain au-
diences. In an attempt to present audiences with the opportunity to see
genuine gunfighters, cowboys, and Indians recreate stagecoach robberies
and battles. Buffalo Bill's Wild West, which began as a rodeo and even-
tually became a circus, was consciously designed to convey specific
messages. such as patriotism, expansionism, normalcy.
Anyone interested in the West should enjoy this book.
Michael K. Schoenecke
Texas Tech University
Tame The Wild Stal1ion. By Jeanne Williams. Illustrated by Walle Cono-
ly. (Texas Christian Univ. Press, P.O. Box 30776, Fort Worth, TX
76129), 1985. Illustrations. P. 70. $10.95.
Lone Hunter's Gray Pony. By Donald Worcester. Illustrated by Paige
Pauley. (Texas Christian Univ. Press, P.O. Box 30776, Fort Worth,
TX 76129), 1985. P. 98. $14.95 Cloth; $8.95 Paper.
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The Summerfield Stories. By J.M. Ferguson, Jr. (Texas Christian Univ.
Press, P.O. Box 30776, Fort Worth, TX 76129), 1985. Illustrations.
P. 181. $14.95.
The Texas Christian University Press has published a troika of fic-
tion books, one book of short stories, and two juvenile novels. All deal
with the Southwest and Texas. The Summerfield Stories by J.M. Ferguson,
Jr. are a collection of nine short stories. Though considered individually
they are autonomous works; these nine stories, which appeared previous-
ly in two literary magazines Descant and Arizona Quarterly, share a com-
mon set of characters - an unnamed narrator, his friend Summerfield,
Summerfield's daughter Elaine, and a college professor named Doc
Shelley. These stories are not so much about a physical place as a place
in the mind, a state of being. Overall the tales portray the wonder and
mystery of life, but even more poignantly the sadness, loneliness and alien-
tation. The last story - my favorite - has an almost poetic style to the
narration and provokes a common feeling that most travelers of the
Southwest share at one time or another. Mr. Ferguson's strong, power-
ful, prose style has a devastating impact on the reader.
The two juvenile novels present a less complicated. less dark picture
of life - as fitting young people's literature - being essentially straight
forward adventure stories for young people, very much in the tradition
of Treasure Island. In fact, Tame the Wild Stallion, by Jeannie Williams,
is a reprint of a book which won the Cokesbury Bookstore Best Texas
Juvenile Award from the Texas Institute of Letters in 1957. Mrs. Williams
is a prolific writer of books. Tame the Wild Stallion tells the adventures
of a young Texan. Joe Mitchells. His father's herd of mustangs are stolen
and Joe sets out alone to track the horse thieves south of the Rio Grande,
where he is captured by Don Enrique and is forced to live a year on a
hacienda. The story is set in the 1850s. The novel is a fast paced adven-
ture, exciting and - probably more important - presents a favorable
view of Mexican life and Mexican people. This is a definite winner for
your people ten to sixteen years of age and older.
The best of the lot is Lone Hunter's Gray Pony, the first in a series
of stories about a young Ogallala Sioux and his adventures. Well illustrated
by Paige Pauley, the book is both an exciting story and a wealth of infor-
mation on Indian life. The author. Donald Worcester, is a retired pro-
fessor of history at TCU and has done extensive research on the Indian
tribes of the Southwest. The TeU Press is to be congratulated on making
these three books available to the general reading public.
James H. Conrad
East Texas State University
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Remembering America. A Sampler of the WPA American Guide Series.
By Archie Hobson, Editor. (Columbia University Press, 562 West
113rd Street, New York, NY 10025), 1985. Illustrations. Index. P.
391. $24.95.
This collection of articles from the original Federal Writers Project
American Guide Series will quicken a new appreciation in those who spend
a portion of their time pursuing local and regional history. This book,
edited by Archie Hobson, contains 500 passages from the Guides and near-
ly 100 illustrations from the original volumes. Bill Strott, Director of the
American Studies and American Civilization Program at the University
of Texas, Austin, and the author of several books on the Depression, has
written an excellent introduction which summarizes the background on
the Guides project and outlines the literary and historical contributions
of the series.
The book is organized under general headings as "Moving About,"
"Everyday Life," "The Land and Its Impact," and HWork," and sub-
categories with titles ranging from "Factory and Workshop," and
"Features" to "The Urban Scene," and "The Wilderness." Here are
folklore, local history, and social commentaries, humor, and irony and
whimsy. Although the excerpts cover all states, Texas is well represented
with entries that range from the Big Thicket to "Sunday houses. H
The continued popularity of the Guides is attested by the fact that
Texas Public Libraries still have originals and reprints on their shelves
and publishers have found it profitable to reprint them.
This is an entertaining work; yet modern day historians. particularly
the local historian, stand to learn much from the book on how to research
and write history. Too often local historians exclude folklore, the humor,
the pecularities of man and place in their efforts to project a polite, polish-
ed, and sanitary image of the past.
A bibliography points the reader to secondary sources on the Federal
Writers Project and a complete list of the state and city guides. Readers
will undoubtedly want to seek out the Texas state guide, Texas: A Guide
to the Lone Star State (Texas State Highway Commission, 1940).
James H. Conrad
East Texas State University
Frederic Remington: A Biography. By Peggy and Harold Samuels.
(University of Texas Press, Box 7819, Austin, Texas 78713), 1985.
Phot,ographs. Bibliography. Index. P. 537. $12.95.
Despite the relative brevity of his life (1861-1909), Frederic Remington
became the most celebrated "western artist" of his generation. His sket-
ches, paintings and sculptures personified the action and romance of the
closing days of the frontier, and they complemented the equally strong
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images of Frederick Jackson Turner, Owen Wister, and Theodore
Roosevelt. The imagery, however, obscured much of the reality about
Remington's life. Notwithstanding all his public relations efforts to iden-
tify himself as a former cowboy and as "one who had been there," Rem-
ington came to the West only for brief periods and he failed as both a
sheep rancher and saloon keeper. He also displayed an insecurity that em-
barrassed him on several occasions, including the needless fight with fellow
artist Charles Schreyvogel over the accuracy of the latter's painting en-
titled "Custer's Demand."
Many books and articles have been written about this man during
the past seventy years, but this effort will probably become the standard
work for decades to come. It explores all aspects of his life as artist, war
correspondent, serious writer. shrewd businessman, and companion of
celebrated Americans. Furthermore, it reveals some of his personal
weaknesses along with his public triumphs. In preparing to write this book,
art collectors Peggy and Harold Samuels assembled Remington's original
diaries, journals, and 1,400 private letters t as well as oral history inter-
views conducted during the 1930s by the Federal Writers' Project. The
exhaustive bibliography lists 1,104 citations, but the book's effectiveness
is greatly undermined by a horrendous footnoting system. The reader will
also be titillated by the authors' convincing argument that in the last
years of his life Remington sought greater acceptance from highbrow art
critics and was turned from simple illustration to become an accomplish-
ed practitioner of American Impressionism. Even had that success come
to Remington, it would never have surpassed his well-deserved reputa-
tion as America's foremost Western artist.
Michael L Tate
University of Nebraska at Omaha
On the Border. By Tom Miller. (University of Arizona Press t 1615 E.
Speedway, Tucson, Arizona 85719), 1985. Maps. Bibliography. In-
dex. P. 225. $7.95.
Tom Miller's On the Border visits each United States - Mexico border
crossing from East to West. This borderland becomes his true country
for four months and two thousand miles, a third country with its own
identity. "a colony unto itself, long and narrow H (p. xii). Miller crossed
the frontier some 400 times, talking with residents of almost all border
towns. His purpose is to show the wide range of activities and attitudes
among the border people, and to illuminate their day-to-day struggles and
pleasures.
The author successfully achieves his purpose, and uses available
sources well. In his fifteen chapters t he deals with smuggling, politics,
economic and social conditions. the land, contests t food, lottery tickets,
etc., especially the migration of the Mexican people. A book of cultural
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history, filled with portraits and anecdotes about all kinds of people, it
is also a guide book - almost two-thirds of it dealing with the Texas -
Mexican border. It is a book written with good style, one difficult to stop
reading.
Francisco D. Lopez-Herrera
Texas A&I University
Agrarian Warlord. Saturnino Cedillo and the Mexican Revolution in San
Luis Potosi. By Dudley Ankerson. (Northern Illinois University Press,
DeKalb, Ill. 60115-2858), 1984. Appendices. Glossary. Notes.
Bibliography. Index. P. 303. $32.00.
Dudley Ankerson seeks answers to a question currently being debated
by Mexicanists: what relationship existed at the state level between political
stabilization and agrarian reform in Mexico? For explanations, he has
focused on the state of San Luis Potosi in the post-revolutionary era. The
setting therein contains the desirable elements for such an inquiry: an
agrarian movement by a popular caudillo reluctant to bow to the national
agrarian bureaucracy.
The book is essentially a political biography of Saturnino Cedillo,
a former ranchero who rose to military chieftain during the revolution.
The majority of the book is devoted to the era between 1920-1940 and
details Cedillo's consolidation of power in San Luis Potosi by winning
over the campesinos (peasants) through land reform and fighting battles
for the national government. By 1927, Cedillo had become governor of
the state and since he remained loyal to the national government, presidents
tolerated his control over that state's affairs. But as President Lazaro
Cardenas attempted to assert the pre-eminence of the central$overnment ,
Cedillo refused to yield his regional autonomy. In 1938, he revolted against
Cardenas and met death on the battlefield. The campesinos who had
depended on Cedillo for representation, now had to look to the govern-
ment in Mexico City for their survival.
Solidly based on materials culled from various important archives
in Mexico, Agrarian Warlord is an addition to the growing number of
biographies on the major figures of the revolution. We are fast gaining
a clearer picture of how regional caudillos were brought under the fold
of the national government in the 1930s and how the peasants were subor-
dinated to the new ruling class that surfaced after the revolution. The
reasons given as explanations as to why living standards in the rural sec-
tor have risen only slightly since 1920 is a major contribution advanced
by this significant book.
Arnoldo De Leon
Angelo State University
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Ballot Box 13. How Lyndon Johnson Won His 1948 Senate Race by 87
Contested Votes. By Mary Kahl. (McFarland & Co., Inc. t Box 611 t
Jefferson, NC 28640), 1983. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 272.
$18.95.
Ballot Box 13 - How Lyndon Johnson Won His 1948 Senate Race
by 87 Contested Votes by Mary Kahl is another look at what may be the
most researched and investigated election in American history. Lyndon
Johnson's narrow victory over former Texas Governor Coke Stevenson
has been the subject of numerous books and articles by those fascinated
by the story of the rise to power of Lyndon Baines Johnson and by those
convinced that his elevation to the U.S. Senate and eventually to the White
House resulted from a corrupt political machine. The controversy centers
around "Box 13" in Wells County, where it was alleged that election of-
ficials, under the control of the infamous George Parr, added 200 votes
to Johnson's total after the polls closed to provide the narrow 87 vote
margin of victory for their candidate.
The author clearly and impartially tells the story of this famous Senate
election and traces in detail the events that followed that election. The
book gives an excellent account of the political and legal conflict that took
place between the Johnson and the Stevenson forces from the time the
polls closed on August 24, 1948 until the U.S. Senate finally ended the
dispute by refusing to hear Coke Stevenson's request for a thorough in-
vestigation of the election on July 27, 1949.
Chapters that are especially informative and entertaining are those
dealing with the proceedings of the 1948 Democratic State Convention,
with the role of the federal courts in the conflict, with the investigation
by federal commissioners of voting practices in Duval, Wells, and Zavala
counties, and with the role played in the investigation by the famous Texas
ranger Frank Hamer.
The book is well documented and contains an abundance of quota-
tions from newspaper articles, editorials, and candidate speeches of the
period. The impact of the text is only slightly interrupted by the unfor-
tunate practice of most publishers today of locating the footnotes at the
end of the book.
J. David Cox
Stephen F. Austin State University
Private Black Colleges in Texas, 1865-1954. By Michael R. Heintze. (Texas
A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station, TX 77843), 1985.
Photographs. Bibliography. Index. P. 211. $27.95.
Some eleven private black colleges in Texas - Paul Quinn, Wiley.
Tillotson, Bishop, Guadalupe, Mary Allen, Jarvis Christian, Texas, S1.
Philip's, Samuel Houston, and Butler - are the subjects of this study.
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Past studies of such colleges by black authors generally have focused on
the institution's merits and contributions to the community, while academic
deficiencies have been emphasized by white historians. This author of-
fers a revisionist approach to the role of these colleges which have con-
tributed leadership to the black community and "provided many black
Texans with their only chance for an education and a better way of life
(p. 185)."
Private colleges in their incipient years, be they white or black, had
more in common in late nineteenth century Texas than the author indicates.
Fiscal difficulties were nigh universal as Protestant denominations vied
with one another to establish HChristian" colleges for each race. Hardly
any of these institutions offered college-level instruction, even though those
of both races gave lip service to a liberal arts curriculum. The author quoted
a U.S. Department of Interior Bulletin which stated that black colleges
through the South "had an almost 'fatalistic belief' in the study of Latin
and Greek (p. 6)." The same could have been said of white denomina-
tional institutions.
A classical education for the "talented tenth" met with favor in the
small private colleges. Eastern philanthropists generally furnished better-
known schools with the expensive equipments required for vocational train-
ing. No private black college in Texas developed a viable endowment pro-
gram. Tuition income increased in the 1920s and later participation in the
United Negro College fund provided assistance.
Meanwhile, social regulations in private black colleges restrained the
personal conduct of students until after World War II. Scholars will ap-
preciate the excellent Bibl~ography and the Introduction, which is essen-
tially a fine bibliographic essay.
Donald E. Everett
Trinity University
A History of Tyler Junior College 1926-1986. By Linda Brown Cross and
Robert W. Glover. (Tyler Junior College, P.O. Box 9020, Tyler, TX
75711), 1985. Photographs. Appendices. Index. P. 136.
In recent years fine institutional histories have been published about
some of the best universities of Texas: U.T. Austin, Texas A&M, Rice
Institute, etc. Considering the vast number of students who attend Texas'
network of two-year colleges, it is highly appropriate that books tracing
the background of pioneer Texas junior colleges, such as the recent fif-
tieth anniversary History ofKilgore Junior College, have begun to appear.
Linda Brown Cross and Dr. Robert W. Glover, members of the Tyler
Junior College faculty who are highly regarded among East Texas
historians, have produced A History or TyJa Junior College 1926 - 1986.
This volume commemorates the sixtieth anniversary of the institution and
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serves as a Sesquicentennial project.
The beginnings of Tyler Junior College are especially fascinating,
featuring shared facilities and faculty with Tyler High School. The col-
lege did not obtain its own campus until after World War II, when junior
colleges proliferated across the state. Aside from a chronological history
of the institution, Cross and Glover trace the development of the educa-
tional program and of athletics and other student activities.
The volume is superbly illustrated with scores of photographs. There
is an index and several useful appendices, including a complete faculty
directory. The book was funded by Tyler Junior College. Other institu-
tions should be encouraged to sponsor similar projects.
Bill O'Neal
Panola Junior College
Unsung Heroes of Texas: Stories of Courage and Honor from Texas
History and Legend. By Ann Ruff. (Gulf Publishing Co., P.O. Box
2608, Houston, TX 77061), 1985. Photographs. Illustrations. Index.
P. 126. $9.95.
Dozens of books have appeared throughout the Texas Sesquicenten-
nial on a wide range of subjects, among them Ann Ruff's Unsung Heroes
of Texas: Stories ofCourage and Honor from Texas History and Legend.
With illustrations by Roxann L. Combs, this small, but well written
125-page history of familiar Texans, and some not so familiar ~ brings to
light those individuals who, in their own way, contributed to this state's
long and colorful history.
There are a few favorites: Father Miguel Muldoon, the rebel priest
who insisted his flock never take Catholicism seriously; William Goyens,
Nacogdoches' black millionaire and troubleshooter for Sam Houston; and
Albert Lasker, one-time Galveston resident and known nationally as the
"Father of Modern Advertising."
Then those known to certain areas of the state include Martha White
McWhirter, who led one of this nation's earliest feminist movements; Ed
Westfall, who dodged Native American bullets and arrows; and
Wilhelmine Stieler, who remained loyal to the Union during the Civil War
in Texas.
To be sure, the individuals she mentions deserve recognition. But the·
lack of footnotes and a bibliography slightly spoils this handy, bright,
well written, and difficult subject.
The work is impressive. And even though Ms. Ruff is not a native
Texan, her book is a good introduction to life in Texas. Included are women,
men, blacks, Native Americans, and Jews, and the time span ranges from
the pre-Republic to the twentieth century. These are individuals who are
often overlooked in the standard history texts. Finally, someone has
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recognized them for their contributions as minor as they might have been.
Fortunately, too, Emily Morgan, the alleged "Yellow Rose of Texas,"
remains at San Jacinto as merely a song.
Maury Darst
Galveston College
The Web ofSouthern Social Relations: Women, Family, and Education.
Walter J. Fraser. J. Frank Saunders, Jr., and Jon L. Wakelyn,
Editors. (The University of Georgia Press, Athens, GA 30602). In-
dex. P. 257. $25.00.
The essays in this volume are stimulating and provocative, and they
leave the reader wanting more. Originally presented at the "Symposium
on the South: Education, Family, and Women" at Georgia Southern Col-
lege in April 1984, they are carefully reasoned and most of them, lucidly
written. Some are stronger than others, of course, but for even the weakest
the research is meticulous and solidly based in quantitative and traditional
sources and in public records. Most are also well grounded in the secon-
dary literature. By no means are these essays to curl up with before a cozy
fire. Rather, they are rigorous and analytical, and they demand full con-
centration. In return, they inspire all sorts of ruminations about one's own
research.
The word "web" in the title fits the volume well, for the authors in-
vestigate interactions between and among Southerners. They analyse family
relationships of husbands, and wives, daughters and parents, and deal with
such problems as how planters' wives sometimes jealously abused their
husbands~unwilling slave mistresses; white culture lowered Indian women~s
status within the tribes; the white urban poor struggled to maintain
autonomy despite their dependence on charity. In recognition of the fact
that family includes men, the collection contains articles on fathers' rela·
tionships with college-age sons and on young white and black men's
responses to the Civil War and Reconstruction.
Like a handful of sharp, clear photographs, the essays present well
defined views of a limited number of subjects. While the very selection
of topics does illustrate the (still) oft-overlooked diversity of the Southern
experience, the essays remain just that, a selection and therefore spotty.
They omit the urban professional classes, the Union-sympathizing moun-
taineers, the sturdy non-slaveholding "yeoman farmers." No collection
can deal with all possible topics, so the reader is left hoping, along with
the editors, that additional volumes will indeed follow.
Elizabeth York Enstam
Dallas, Texas
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Women of the Depression. Caste and Culture in San Antonio, 1929~1939.
By Julia Kirk Blackwelder. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer
C, College Station, TX 77843), 1984. Appendices. Sources. Index.
P. 279. $22.50.
This study assesses the effects of the Great Depression on the lives
of Hispanic, black, and Anglo women in one of America's unique - yet
one of her poorest - cities, San Antonio, Texas. It should be examined
by anyone interested in women's studies, in the history of organized labor.
or in the study of race, migration, and integration.
Between 1929-1939 San Antonio had proportionally the largest Mexi-
can-American population of any medium or large city in the nation, and
almost all the city's Hispanics were Mexican-Americans, concentrated in
West Side slums. During the repatriation drive of the 1930's many of these
Hispanic families lived with the fear of deportation. In addition. the cur-
tailment of agricultural labor nationwide displaced Hispanic migrant work-
ers who sought year-long survival in the Alamo City. These workers
generally lacked the necessary work experience to compete successfully
for urban jobs, and they usually lacked the mutual-support networks
blacks had to fall back on.
Blackwelder's conclusions, based on quantitative data and supported
by personal accounts, are that both employers and relief agencies
discriminated among women on the basis of caste. which was based on
racet color, or ethnicity.
The complexity of the analysis undertaken makes the book structurally
unwieldy at times. More importantly, however, it synthesizes sociological
and economic information about the impact the Depression years had on
a significant sampling of American women.
Ouida Whitaker Dean
Nacogdoches
The New Deal and the West. By Richard Lowitt (Indiana University Press,
10th & Morton Sts.t Bloomington, IN 47405), 1984. Photographs.
Notes. Bibliographic Notes. Index. P. 283. $25.00.
When President Franklin D. Roosevelt entered office in 1933. the
American West was in dire straits. Hot winds and lack of rainfall had
decimated the Great Plains as evidenced by an already apparent dust bowl.
Farmers futilely fought the elements. their crops destroyed by hail. their
cattle succumbing to blizzard-like winters and blistering summers, their
lands plagued by hordes of locusts and clouds of blowing soil. Prices were
at rock bottom and markets seemed to be nonexistent. With government
helpless and discouraged, with people disenchanted and confused, not even
a "foolish optimist" should have had any hope.
But within the next eight years the New Deal would extricate "the
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West from the depths of depression" as well as raise it, Professor Richard
Lowitt of Iowa State University asserted, "to a new and higher plateau"
(p. 228). At the forefront of this remarkable recovery was the "Old
Curmudgeon," Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes. As Lowitt put it,
he was "the dominant figure ... in the Inland Empire" which comprised
the land "from the Rockies to the Sierras and in some areas directly to
the Pacific Ocean" (p. 81). Through a number of New Deal agencies,
which were under the hegemony of the Interior Department, he protected
forests. grazing lands, and minerals of the West. He also created a water
empire which would affect erosion control, irrigation, drainage, genera-
tion of electricity, supplying of water to rural areas and urban centers.
and flood control as well as recreation. wildlife, and forest development.
At the same time he was ever cognizant of the Inland Empire's inhabitants,
particularly Native Americans. And even though the "New Deal assisted
in promoting the public good by aiding and encouraging Indians to help
themselves" and even though many "problems remained unsolved ...,
most had been attacked," Lowitt concluded, "and brought into the realm
of public discussion" (p. 137).
For anyone interested in the New Deal and Western history, The New
Deal and the West has to be a necessary library addition. The organiza-
tion is clear, the writing straightforward, the story intriguing. Once again
Lowitt has demonstrated that he is a thorough scholar and a topflight
twentieth century historian.
Ben Procter
Texas Christian University
Fort Griffin on the Texas Frontier. By Carl Coke Rister. (The University
of Oklahoma Press, 1005 Asp Avenue, Norman, OK 73019), ]956.
Illustrations. Maps. Notes. Index. P. 232. $7.95 Paper.
Fort Griffin, 100 miles west of Fort Worth, was established following
the devastating Indian raids of the Civil War era. Settler pressure to remove
Indians from Texas resulted in military actions eliminating all serious Indian
threats by 1880. Fort Griffin's payroll coupled with the need to supply trail
drivers and buffalo hunters created a frontier boom town below the fort known
as the "flats." A lawless breed flocked to the flats and created a rough,
dangerous town. The abandonment of Fort Griffin, slaughter of the buf-
falo, and failure to obtain a railroad spelled the doom of the "flats."
Rister's book is a regional frontier history with Fort Griffin as the
focal point. He skillfully integrated factors such as Indian cultural dif-
ferences and aspects of living on a Texas frontier. Texas historians in-
terested in frontier history have available a comprehensive. well-
documented account of a Texas frontier in paperback.
Charles E. Moss
Stephen F. Austin State University
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American Rodeo: From Buffalo Bill to Big Business. By Kristine
Fredriksson. (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C. College Sta-
tion, TX 77843), 1985. Photographs. Appendices. Notes.
Bibliography. Index. P. 255. $19.95.
Students of both the American cowboy and the role of sports in
American life will welcome the publication of American Rodeo: From Buf-
falo Bill to Big Business. In the most comprehensive and important work
on the subject yet produced, Kristine Fredriksson traces the origin and
development of American rodeo from its infancy as a cowboy diversion
to its maturity as a modern business enterprise and spectator sport.
As promoters such as Buffalo Bill brought the exotic spectacle of rop-
ing and riding to a broader audience during the early twentieth century,
the social, cultural, and economic implications of the sport became more
complex. Poor organization and outright dishonesty in the formative years
of rodeo created tensions between management and contestants and
resulted in more formal organization and regulation of the sport. That
rodeo survived these early trials and continues to flourish despite fresh
challenges, particularly from animal rights groups, is due in large measure
to America's attachment to the cowboy myth.
Although the author thoroughly documents the historical and mythical
connotations of rodeo, several secondary works with questionable inter-
pretive pedigrees (such as the Time-Life series on the West) are used unne-
cessarily to support the text. Knowledgeable readers may also quibble that
some aspects of the sport such as the match ropings and smaller rodeos,
so important to the social life of many rural Western communities, are neg-
lected. Women rodeo performers also are scarcely mentioned, and the ques-
tion of why women who once rode broncs and "busted" steers at major
rodeos are now confined to less physical events like goat tying and barrel
racing is never answered. The treatment of subjects such as these would
have made American Rodeo a stronger work. Still, it is a fine book that
adds measurably to our understanding of rodeo cowboys and their sport.
B. Byron Price
Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum
Journal ofan Indian Trader: Anthony Glass and the Texas Trading Fron-
tier, 1790-1810. Edited by Dan Flores. (Texas A&M Press, Drawer
C, College Station, Texas 77843). 1985. Photographs. Notes.
Bibliography. Index. P. 158. $19.50.
The publication of Anthony Glass's journal is a major contribution
to the literature dealing with the early West and. in particular, with early
Texas. The journal covers the period of July 6, 1808 through February
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15, 1809 and, as Glass said, "The purpose of the Voyage was to trade
with the Panis and the Commanche Indians . . .. '.
Glass and his party of eleven traveled from Natchitoches, Louisiana,
to the Taovaya-Wichita village on the Red River in what is now Jefferson
County, Oklahoma. After spending two months on the Red River, Glass
traveled southwest into Texas, making a loop that took him as far west
as present-day Brownwood, south almost as far as the junction of the
Llano and Colorado rivers, and northeast toward modern Hillsboro.
As an observer of Texas on the eve of Anglo colonization, Glass pro-
vides an interesting and valuable picture of the land and its inhabitants.
His observations of the Comanche before they acquired their reputation
as the terror of the Texas frontier are particularly interesting. Equally as
valuable as Glass's observations are Dan Flores's extensive notes. He guides
the reader through the journal with detailed explanations based not only
on extensive research but also on a physical examination of Glass's route.
H would have been more convenient for the reader if Flores's notes
had been printed with the journal instead of collected at the end, an
editorial decision that forces the reader to bounce back and forth from
journal to notes. Despite this minor editorial shortcoming, Journal of an
Indian Trader is a major addition to any collection dealing with the West
or Texas.
Ron Spiller
Nacogdoches, Texas
Will Rogers: A Bio-Bibliography. By Peter C. Rollins. (Greenwood Press,
88 Post Road West, Westport, Connecticut 06881), 1984.
Photographs. Notes. Index. P. 285. $35.00.
The "Bio-Bibliographical" approach to topics of historical import
has been pioneered by Greenwood Press, and Professor Rollins' volume
is a welcome addition to the growing list in the series.
The author breaks his study into several units. Chapters One and Two
relate to Rogers' life and career while Chapter Three takes an exegetical
approach to his humor. Chapter Four is an extended bibliographical essay.
Chapters Five through Seven relate factual information regarding sources
by Rogers and on Rogers' career in addition to archival holdings on the
famed humorist.
All in all, the author has packed much material in some 280 pages.
The book is a welcome addition to our secondary material on Will Rogers.
Rollins is to be congratulated for a job well done.
James Smallwood
Oklahoma State University
~~.r;.~
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A Stake in the Prairie. Mesquite, Texas. By the Mesquite Historical Com-
mittee. (Mesquite Historical Committee, P.O. Box 1763, Mesquite,
TX 75149), 1984. Photographs. Acknowledgements. Index. P. 260.
$17.50.
The Mesquite story "from frontier prairie grasslands to bustling
Space-Age population center" is traced in an attractive nine- by eleven-
inch volume produced by the Committee on the Writing of Mesquite's
History. As a committee effort, the result achieves a high degree of unifor-
mity and continuity.
Events leading to the founding of the community in east Dallas Coun-
ty near the East Fork of the Trinity River are examined by Jewel Irwin
Shankles and David Bay in "The Land and Its People," and by Max
McCullough in "Peters and Mercer Colonies." McCullough continues with
the settlement and development of the community until 1877, when JuHe
Mahaffey provides a chronology to 1905.
McCullough resumes the narration of the community struggle for pro-
gress between 1905 and 1921 before delegating the era of the 1920s to
Weldon Lacy and of the 19305 to Susanne Starling. Lacy then follows
Mesquite through World War II and the aftermath into the postwar boom-
town era.
Art Greenhaw views the 1960s and the 1970s in his requiem for the
hamlet as population growth robs Mesquite of its cohesive past and hurls
the city into the top twenty-five most populous in the state. Starling and
Lacy conclude with a brief but melanchony excursion into the 1980s amid
reports of Town Meetings that little unity remains in the sprawling suburb
whose economy is denominated by absentee owners. Except for loyalty
to the school system and local athletic teams, Mesquite residents express
few common interests. Some optimism is voiced in the solutions being
sought by a task force know as Mesquite 2000.
Especially appealing in the book are the photographs, maps, and il-
lustrations presented in sharp sepia tones by Taylor Publishing Co.
Sidelight stories framed under separate headings are spliced intermittent-
ly into the text. A possible source of annoyance to readers is the lack of
an overall bibliography, use of various styles in reporting sources at the
end of chapters or clusters of chapters, and failure to include notes and
page numbers that would enable anyone to document information in
specific sources.
If modern Mesquite lacks cohesiveness, the community can still take
pride in the teamwork that created a comprehensive and readable volume
of history.
Fred Tarpley
East Texas State University
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From Rattlesnakes to Road Agents, Rough Times on the Frio. By Frances
Bramlette Farris and edited by C.L. Sonnichsen. (Texas Christian
University Press, Fort Worth, TX 76129), 1985. Photographs. P. 137.
$14.95.
Of all the various forms of historical writing, memoirs are perhaps
the most charming. Rarely are such works totally reliable in their accuracy;
even more rarely do they provide all of the information desired. But almost
always there are little bits and pieces of information and ideas scattered
through the pages that add to our understanding of the past. From Rat-
tlesnakes to Road Agents is a good example of this type of literature.
The author, Frances Bramlette Farris, presents an account of life on
the Texas frontier in the last half of the nineteenth century. A part of
the westward migration of post-Civil War Texans, her family settled in
the brush country some forty or fifty miles southwest of San Antonio.
Born in 1875, Frances, or "Fan". Bramlette tells her story of growing
up along the banks of the Frio River with some pride but without boasting.
She puts some emphasis on hardship and danger but without any evidence
of self-pity or regret. Her account, though sketchy in some respects, is
rich in detail in others.
The memoir is particularly revealing in its treatment of Indian at-
tacks, lawlessness, and frontier leisure-time activities. If Bramlette's
memories are correct and true for other areas, one may conclude that In-
dian raids were rare and involved few Indians. But her picture of the treat-
ment given the unwary settler by Indian raiders is one of uncommon
brutality and savagery.
Bramlette's memoir supports the traditional interpretation which em-
phasizes the lawlessness of post-Civil War Texas. She is cautious in her
use of names. But her story suggests that lawlessness was generally the
work of local citizens whose identities were well-known in the community.
If there is a surprise in the book, it is in Bramlette's description of
frontier social activities. She describes a world where dances and parties
were frequent, well attended, and lengthy. Inasmuch as the Bramlette fami-
ly was more affluent than most, her experiences may not have been typical.
But if she is correct, the Texas frontier was not as austere and lonely as
we have been led to believe.
All in all, the book is well done. C.L. Sonnichen, editor of the
memoir. did his work in a predictably tasteful and thoughtful way, and
the Texas Christian University Press produced an attractive book.
Adrian Anderson
Lamar University
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